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AMEGO: A Multimessenger Mission for the Extreme Universe Executive Summary

I Executive Summary139

The All-sky Medium Energy Gamma-ray Observatory (AMEGO) is a probe class mission that will provide140

ground-breaking new capabilities for multimessenger astrophysics - identifying and studying astrophysical141

objects that produce gravitational waves and neutrinos. AMEGO also has compelling science drivers in142

astrophysical jets, compact objects, dark matter and nuclear line spectroscopy (Figure 1). AMEGO will143

cover the energy range from 200 keV to over 10 GeV, with more than an order of magnitude improvement144

in sensitivity relative to previous missions. The instrument performance characteristics are summarized in145

Table 1.146

Figure 1: AMEGO will provide break-
through capabilities in three areas of MeV as-
trophysics: a wide field of view and broad en-
ergy range will provide outstanding capabil-
ity in time-domain and multimessenger astro-
physics including excellent synergies with ob-
servations at other wavelengths; polarization
capability will uniquely probe conditions and
processes in astrophysical jets and in the mag-
netospheres and winds of compact objects; and
nuclear line spectroscopy will bring new in-
sight into element formation in dynamic envi-
ronments.

Ground-Breaking Capabilities: Developments in detector technology since the last major mission in147

medium energy gamma-ray astrophysics enable a transformative probe class mission.148

Community and partnerships: The AMEGO team is an international group of 200 scientists at 80149

institutions. We have extensive experience designing, building, and operating gamma-ray telescopes. The150

team is supported by a broad community of observers and theorists with extensive experience exploiting151

gamma-ray observations.152

Mature Technology: The technologies used in AMEGO are mature, and we have developed and tested153

key hardware and analysis tools with support from agencies in the US and Europe. The AMEGO sub-154

systems and spacecraft have undergone preliminary engineering and costing studies that show that this155

mission is tenable within the probe class cost envelope.156

Table 1: AMEGO’s design has been optimized for excellent flux sensitivity, broad energy range, and large
field of view.

Energy Range 200 keV to ą5 GeV
Angular Resolution per Photon 2.5˝ (1 MeV), 2˝ (100 MeV), 1˝ (1 GeV)
Energy Resolution (FWHM/E) 1% (1 MeV), „10% (1 GeV)

Field of View 2.5 sr (20% of the sky)
Line Sensitivity 1ˆ 10´6 ph cm´2 s´1 for the 1.8 MeV 26Al line in 5 years

Polarization Sensitivity ă20% MDP for a source 1% the Crab flux, observed for 106 s
Sensitivity (MeV s´1 cm´2) 2ˆ 10´6 (1 MeV), 1ˆ 10´6 (100 MeV) in 5 years
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II Science Overview157

II.1 Science Objectives and Measure-158

ment Requirements159

Briefly describe the scientific objectives and the most160

important measurements required to fulfill these ob-161

jectives. Feel free to refer to science white papers or162

references from the literature.163

AMEGO will play a critical role in the burgeoning164

area of multimessenger astrophysics [1]. Gamma-ray165

observations have played a key role in the three direc-166

tions of multimessenger astrophysics: neutrinos and167

gamma-ray lines from SN1987A, a gamma-ray burst168

(GRB) and gravitational waves (GWs) from GW169

170817, and high-energy neutrinos and a gamma-170

ray flare from the active galaxy TXS 0506+056.171

AMEGO’s three scientific objectives tie directly to172

each of these.173

The enormous discovery space for AMEGO174

achievable in the context of a probe-class mission175

flow directly from the fact that the medium-energy176

gamma-ray range („200 keV – „100 MeV) is a177

poorly explored part of the electromagnetic spec-178

trum. Observations from the hard X-ray and high-179

energy gamma-ray bands that bracket the AMEGO180

range, together with the emergence of multimessen-181

ger astrophysics, provide assurance that AMEGO182

will pay off with major gains in our understanding183

of the extreme universe.184

AMEGO’s three scientific objectives focus on our185

understanding of sources known to produce non-186

photon messengers. These define the requirements187

for AMEGO’s single instrument:188

1. Understand the physical processes in the189

extreme conditions around compact objects190

involved in gravitational wave events and191

other energetic phenomena [2–6]. Because192

these are transient phenomena coming from ran-193

dom directions, the requirements are for good sen-194

sitivity (to collect enough photons), good energy195

resolution (to measure spectral features), sufficient196

angular resolution (to localize the transients), and197

large field of view (to detect enough events).198

2. Resolve the processes of element forma-199

tion in extreme environments such as kilo-200

novae and supernovae [7, 8]. The gamma-ray201

line spectroscopy needed for these measurements202

requires good line resolution, high sensitivity, and203

effective rejection of background.204

3. Decipher the operating processes of jets 205

in extreme environments such as gamma- 206

ray bursts and active galactic nuclei [9–14]. 207

Multiwavelength/multimessenger time-domain as- 208

trophysics is the key to these observations, calling 209

for a large field of view, good sensitivity, and rapid 210

response to events. Polarization measurement ca- 211

pability adds an important diagnostic tool. 212

These qualitative requirements have been quan- 213

tified through extrapolations from observations 214

at other wavelengths and by simulations based 215

on theory. These calculations were detailed 216

in white papers submitted to the decadal survey: 217

https://asd.gsfc.nasa.gov/amego/science.html. 218

The requirements are largely defined by compar- 219

ison to previous instruments operating in the 220

medium-energy gamma-ray range: 221

• Continuum sensitivity a factor of 20 better than 222

COMPTEL on the Compton Gamma Ray Obser- 223

vatory. 224

• Line sensitivity a factor of 10 better than 225

INTEGRAL-SPI. 226

• Polarization sensitivity a factor of 5 better than 227

INTEGRAL. 228

• Angular resolution a factor of 2 better than 229

Fermi Large Area Telescope (LAT) at 100 MeV. 230

• Detection volume for gamma-ray bursts a factor 231

of 25 greater than Fermi Gamma-ray Burst Mon- 232

itor (GBM). 233

Beyond its three scientific objectives, AMEGO 234

can be used as a general purpose observatory and 235

address many additional science topics, as discussed 236

in Astro2020 White Papers [15, 16]. 237

II.2 Most Demanding Objectives 238

Of the objectives, which are the most demanding? 239

Why? 240

Of the three science objectives, the third has as- 241

pects that are the most demanding, for two reasons: 242

• Jets from gamma-ray bursts and active galactic 243

nuclei have been studied extensively, but they are 244

complex phenomena and models are not well con- 245

strained even with the extensive resources already 246

available. 247

• The AMEGO capability that is most likely to 248

provide new insight is its ability to measure po- 249

larization and its energy and temporal dependen- 250
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cies, but this is a challenging measurement in the251

AMEGO energy range.252

Nevertheless, important multimessenger studies -253

finding and measuring timing and spectral proper-254

ties of jets associated with gravitational wave events255

and high-energy neutrinos - are straightforward.256

Emerging capabilities in gravitational wave detec-257

tors and upgraded neutrino observatories combined258

with AMEGO’s gamma-ray spectral, temporal and259

polarization observations will revolutionize this field.260

II.3 Technical Requirements261

Present the highest-level technical requirements (e.g.262

spatial and spectral resolution, sensitivity, timing ac-263

curacy) and their relation to the science objectives.264

Specific values for the required performance pa-265

rameters are given in the Science Traceability Ma-266

trix (STM), which relates these requirements back to267

the scientific objectives. The STM is shown in Ta-268

ble 3. The instrument performance characteristics269

are summarized in Table 1.270

II.4 Performance Requirements271

For each performance requirement, present as quan-272

titatively as possible the sensitivity of your science273

goals to achieving the requirement. For example, if274

you fail to meet a key requirement, what would be the275

impact be on achieving the science objectives?276

We have divided the measurements of our sensi-277

tivity into three broad areas based on the science278

requirements: continuum source sensitivity, narrow279

line sensitivity, and polarization sensitivity.280

The sensitivity of AMEGO has been predicted281

through detailed simulations of the angular reso-282

lution, energy resolution, effective area, and back-283

ground rates, as described in Section III.1.1. Us-284

ing these results, we have calculated the AMEGO285

continuum source sensitivity shown in Figure 2.286

This is particularly important for detection of non-287

thermal emission from physical processes in the ex-288

treme conditions around compact objects. The289

AMEGO narrow-line sensitivity, which is a measure290

of the detectability of a source with gamma-ray line291

emission, is shown in Figure 3. The calculation292

takes into account the energy resolution of the in-293

strument; therefore, good energy resolution is impor-294

tant for studying element formation in our Galaxy.295
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Figure 2: The simulated AMEGO 3σ on-axis point
source continuum sensitivity. We assumed a 5-year mis-
sion or an exposure of 5 years with a 20% observation ef-
ficiency (due to field of view and SAA). For comparison,
we show the sensitivity for the Fermi-LAT [17], which as-
sumes the same incidence angle and efficiency for a 5 year
mission. Two week sensitivities are shown for COMP-
TEL [18] and EGRET [19], which represent their typical
exposure on any point on the sky, assuming a 40% effi-
ciency. If we were to compare AMEGO with a 2 week
exposure it would still have a sensitivity 10ˆ better than
COMPTEL. NuSTAR [20] and SPI [21] both assume an
exposure of 106 s.

Table 2: Minimum Detectable Polarization for 1 Ms
observations.

Flux of Target AMEGO INTEGRAL

Crab ă1% „20%

100 mCrab 4%
10 mCrab 30%

Compton telescopes are inherently sensitive to polar- 296

ization, and the AMEGO minimum detectable po- 297

larization (MDP) is shown in Table 2. Gamma-ray 298

polarization measurements are a unique tool to un- 299

derstand acceleration mechanisms and the composi- 300

tion of jets from extreme objects. 301

There are no sharp changes in the AMEGO science 302

performance parameters (sensitivity, field of view, 303

angular resolution, energy resolution, polarization 304

response, effective area, and sensitivity) with grad- 305

ual degradation of subsystem performance. 306
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Figure 3: The narrow-line sensitivity for AMEGO
from 200 keV to 9 MeV. AMEGO is an order of mag-
nitude more sensitive at 1 MeV than INTEGRAL/SPI
and COMPTEL. The 5 year survey sensitivity assumes
a 30% observation efficiency. This includes both tracked
and untracked Compton events. The slight reduction of
the sensitivity at 511 keV is due to the large background
contribution at that energy.
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Science Goals Science Objectives 
Science Measurement Requirements Instrument Requirements Projected 

Performance 
Mission Requirements 

Physical Parameters Observables Parameter Requirement Parameter Requirement 

Understand the 
physical 
processes in 
the extreme 
conditions 
around 
compact 
objects 
involved in 
gravitational 
wave events 
and other 
energetic 
phenomena 

What can neutron star 
mergers tell us about 
fundamental properties 
of gravity and spacetime? 

Speed of gravity 

Weak Equivalence principle 

Lorentz Invariance 

Gravitational parity 

Short duration GRB prompt 
emission in coincidence with 
gravitational wave detections 

Absolute timing 

 

Field of view 

<10 µs 

 

>2 Steradians 

<3 µs 

 

>2.5 Steradians 

Mission 
duration 

 

Orbit 

 

 

 

Observing 
modes 
 
 
 
 
 
Sky survey 
uniformity 
 
 
Science data 
rate (orbit 
averaged) 

 

Pointing 
knowledge 

 

Pointing 
accuracy 

 

Absolute 
timing 
accuracy 

 

Data Latency: 
Transient 
Alerts  

Survey Data  

5 years 

 

 
LEO: <10 deg 
inclination, 
500-650 km 
altitude 

 
all-sky survey 
mode 

inertial pointing 
mode 
 
 

>80% of sky at 
5x10-5 γ MeV 
cm-2 s-1  (1 day) 
 
5 Mbps 

 

 
 
30 arcsec 

 

 
10 deg 

 

 
<10 µs 

 

 
 
 
30 s 

 
24 hrs 

How often and how do 
neutron star mergers and 
collapsars produce 
successful relativistic jets, 
and what is the nature of 
those jets? 

Ultrarelativistic particle 
acceleration 

Jet structure and role of 
viewing geometry 

Emission mechanisms 

Environment 

NS Equation of State 

Relative time between the GW 
merger signal and the onset of the 
GRB. 

Gamma-ray observations of GRB 
prompt and afterglow emission, 
including polarization. 

Rapid localization to enable 
follow-up observations for 
multi-wavelength studies 

Minimum 
Detectable 
Polarization 

 
Localization 
accuracy 

Continuum 
sensitivity 

Energy Range 

<30% for a GRB 
with fluence of 
8x10-6 erg cm-2 
(300-3000 keV) 

<5 deg radius 

 
<5x10-6 erg cm-2 
s-1 (1 MeV, 2 sec) 

300 keV - 1 GeV 

<20% for a GRB 
with fluence of 
8x10-6 erg cm-2 
(300-3000 keV) 

<1 deg radius 
 

<1x10-6 erg cm-2 
s-1 (1 MeV, 2 sec) 

200 keV - >5 GeV 

What determines the 
diverse observed 
characteristics of 
different classes of 
neutron stars and their 
winds? 

Emission mechanisms 

Environments 

Termination shocks 

Fundamental QED 

Pulsar and magnetar broadband 
energy spectra, pulse-phase light 
curves, and polarization, including 
during variable states 

Energy range 

Absolute timing 

Minimum 
Detectable 
Polarization 

300 keV - 1 GeV 

<10 µs 

<30% for 10-10 erg 
cm-2 s-1 (300 keV, 
2 yrs) 

200 keV - >5 GeV 

<3 µs 

5% for 10-10 erg 
cm-2 s-1 (300 keV, 
2 yrs) 

Resolve the 
processes of 
element 
formation in 
extreme 
environments, 
such as 
kilonovae and 
supernovae 

What is the origin of 
heavy elements? 

Nuclear yield of r-process 
elements in nearby KNe 

Source evolution of NS 
mergers and collapsars 

Direct gamma-ray signal from 
nuclear transitions in KNe 

Redshift distribution of short and 
long GRBs 

Continuum 
sensitivity 

Field of view 

<5x10-6 γ MeV 
cm-2 s-1 (1 MeV) 

>2 steradians 

<3x10-6 γ MeV 
cm-2 s-1 (1 MeV) 

>2.5 steradians 

What are the explosion 
mechanisms and 
progenitors of core 
collapse and Type Ia 
supernovae? 

Distribution of ejecta 

SN explosion models 

Chemical composition of the 
progenitor star 

Early monitoring 56Ni gamma-ray 
line light curves of SN Type Ia 

Flux measurements of 44Ti from 
young core-collapse SN remnants 

All-sky map of diffuse emission 
from 26Al and 60Fe 

Core-collapse SN with MeV 
neutrinos 

Energy 
resolution 

Narrow line 
sensitivity (26Al) 

Narrow line 
sensitivity  
(511 keV) 
 

Field of view 

Angular Res. 
(511 keV) 

Continuum 
sensitivity 

<2% FWHM (1 
MeV) 

<10-5 ph cm-2 s-1 
(1.8 MeV, 10⁶ s) 

<4x10-6 ph cm-2 s-1 
(5 years) 

 
 
>2 steradians 

<5 deg (FWHM) 

 
<5x10-6 γ MeV 
cm-2 s-1 (1 MeV) 

1% FWHM (1 
MeV) 

5x10-6 ph cm-2 s-1 
(1 MeV, 10⁶ s) 

2x10-6 ph cm-2 s-1 
(5 years) 

 
 
2.5 steradians 

3 deg (FWHM) 

 
<3x10-6 γ MeV 
cm-2 s-1 (1 MeV) 

What are the sources of 
Galactic positrons? 

Galactic distribution of 
positron annihilation 

Positron propagation limits 

 
Positron source contributions 

All-sky diffuse image of 511 keV 
and ortho-positronium continuum 

Comparison with 26Al in star 
forming regions 

Continuum spectrum >511 keV 

Decipher the 
operating 
processes of 
jets in extreme 
environments 
such as 
gamma-ray 
bursts and 
active galactic 
nuclei 

What are the particle 
acceleration mechanisms 
that drive jet composition 
and energy transport? 

Distinguish leptonic/ 
hadronic emission models 

Emission mechanism 

Particle acceleration 

Neutrino production 

Spectral and temporal evolution 
of GRB prompt and afterglow 
emission 

Long-term monitoring of blazars 
in coincidence with high-energy 
neutrino detections 

Polarization 

Minimum 
Detectable 
Polarization 

 

Field of View 

<20% for a 100 
mCrab source in 
106 sec 

 

>2 steradians 

4% for a 100 
mCrab source in 
106 sec 

 

2.5 steradians 

What astrophysical 
sources produce 
high-energy neutrinos? 

Broadband gamma-ray SEDs and 
temporal variability of MeV-peak 
blazars 

Energy range 300 keV - 1 GeV 200 keV - >5 GeV 
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III Technical Implementation307

III.1 Instrumentation308

III.1.1 Science Instrumentation309

Describe the proposed science instrumentation, and310

briefly state the rationale for its selection. Discuss311

the specifics of each instrument (Inst 1, Inst 2 etc)312

and how the instruments are used together.313

To achieve the scientific goals in Section II, we314

require an instrument capable of imaging gamma315

rays over a wide field-of-view and a broad energy316

range. This energy range is uniquely challenging,317

because of how photons interact with detector ma-318

terials: both via Compton scattering at lower ener-319

gies (À 10 MeV) and via pair production at higher320

energies (Á 10 MeV). Thick detectors are needed to321

fully contain these interactions, and a precise mea-322

sure of the tracks through the instrument volume are323

needed to reconstruct the original gamma-ray direc-324

tion. Furthermore, the MeV regime is background325

dominated; therefore, techniques to reduce the back-326

ground contribution, such as decreasing passive ma-327

terial near the detector, are necessary.328

These goals can be accomplished with an instru-329

ment that generally consists of a “tracker,” which al-330

lows for a reconstruction of charged particle tracks,331

and a calorimeter to measure the energy of inci-332

dent gamma rays. As shown in Figure 4, the333

AMEGO tracker serves a dual purpose: it acts334

as a Compton-scattering element for low-energy335

gamma rays or pair-conversion material for high-336

energy gamma rays. Ionizing charged particles, ei-337

ther a Compton-scattered electron or the electron338

and positron pair-conversion products, deposit en-339

ergy and allow for the direction to be tracked. The340

AMEGO design includes two calorimeters. The first341

is a low-energy precision calorimeter optimized to342

measure the Compton-scattered photon with excel-343

lent energy resolution and position resolution. This344

calorimeter provides enhanced line sensitivity, good345

angular resolution in the Compton regime, and po-346

larization capabilities up to a few MeV. To extend347

the sensitivity of AMEGO into the pair-conversion348

regime, we require a second calorimeter to con-349

tain high-energy events. This calorimeter is de-350

signed based on the calorimeter in Fermi-LAT [17].351

Finally in this space environment, the number of352

cosmic-ray background events outnumbers gamma353

Figure 4: AMEGO detects gamma rays through both
pair production and Compton scattering. In a Comp-
ton event, an incident gamma ray scatters by an angle θ
in the tracker, transferring energy to an electron, and is
then absorbed in the calorimeter. With this information
we derive an ‘event circle’ to describe the arrival direction
of the original photon. If the direction of the Compton-
scattered electron is measured, the circle is reduced to an
‘event arc’. In a pair event, an incident photon converts to
an electron-positron pair in the tracker, allowing deriva-
tion of the original photon direction. The pair ultimately
produces an electromagnetic shower in the calorimeter,
the directions of which permit derivation of the photon
energy.

rays by orders of magnitude. To mitigate the ef- 354

fect of these events, we require an Anti-Coincidence 355

Detector (ACD). This subsystem is the first-level de- 356

fense against this background, so it must cover the 357

top and four sides of the tracker. 358

The AMEGO instrument concept with all four de- 359

tector subsystems is shown in Figure 5. For ease of 360

construction, the three instrument subsystems con- 361

tained inside the ACD (Tracker, High and Low En- 362

ergy Calorimeters) are divided into four identical 363

towers illustrated in Figure 6, where the electronic 364

readout is positioned at the edges to minimize pas- 365

sive material in the active area. The detector sub- 366

systems are described in further detail below. 367

Tracker: To provide sufficient probability of a 368

gamma-ray interaction in the tracker while minimiz- 369

ing the effects of multiple-scattering, the AMEGO 370

tracker consists of 60 layers of 500 µm thick sil- 371

icon detectors (Figure 7). Position sensitivity 372

within each tracker layer is needed to measure 373

the Compton-scattered electron. This is achieved 374

through the use of double-sided silicon detectors 375

(DSSDs), where orthogonal strips on each side of 376

9
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Figure 5: A mechanical CAD model of AMEGO highlights the four subsystems with the micrometeoroid shield
(MMS) and Anti-Coincidence Detector (ACD) cutaway to expose the tower structure. The full instrument measures
1.6ˆ1.6ˆ1.2m. The Double-Sided Silicon Detectors (DSSDs displayed in yellow) are stacked in 60 identical layers.
The Low-Energy Calorimeter modules sit beneath and cover the outer sides of the lower layers of the tracker modules.
The High-Energy Calorimeter modules consist of hodoscopic layers of crystal logs at the base of the instrument. The
electronics readouts are illustrated in green. The four towers sit within top and side panels of the ACD. The MMS
and thermal blanket cover the top and sides of the instrument. For completeness, the instrument includes a Main
Electronics Module (MEM), a high voltage power supply (HVPS) and radiators.

the detector are used to determine the position of377

the interaction. The optimal DSSDs strip geometry,378

driven by the required position resolution and the379

expected uncertainty due to multiple-scattering, is380

500 µm strip pitch yielding 190 channels per side381

per wafer. Each layer is a 4ˆ4 array of DSSDs,382

each 9.5 cm square. The strips on neighboring detec-383

tors are daisy-chained together through wire bonds384

to minimize the number of electronic channels and385

the amount of passive material. The angular reso-386

lution in the pair regime scales with the separation387

between tracker layers; therefore, we have chosen a388

1.0 cm separation.389

An accurate measurement of the energy deposited390

in the silicon tracker is necessary in the Compton391

regime; therefore, an analog readout of the DSSDs 392

is required. The signal processing and analog-digital 393

conversion for each strip is done in readout ASICs on 394

the edge of the layer. Additionally, we require a min- 395

imal amount of passive material in the active DSSD 396

area, as passive material will absorb low-energy elec- 397

trons and scattered photons and thus render these 398

events unusable. There is a minimized mechanical 399

structure composed of composite materials support- 400

ing the DSSDs and readout (described further be- 401

low). 402

Low-Energy Calorimeter: To enhance the 403

low-energy response of AMEGO, the Low-Energy 404

Calorimeter provides precise measurements of the 405

energy and position of the Compton-scattered pho- 406

10
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Figure 6: A mechanical CAD model of the four
AMEGO towers highlighting the three inner subsystems
that make up the towers. The Tracker is stacked in 60
layers. The Low-Energy Calorimeter modules, made of
Cadmium Zinc Telluride (CZT) bars, sit both beneath
and cover the outer sides of the lower layers of the tracker
modules. The High-Energy Calorimeter modules, made
of Cesium Iodide doped with Thallium CsI(Tl), consist
of hodoscopic layers of crystal logs at the base of the in-
strument. The four towers sit within top and side panels
of the ACD, shown in Figure 5.

ton (Figure 8). The Low-Energy Calorimeter is407

designed to surround the Tracker. The calorimeter408

covers approximately the bottom third of the tracker409

to maximize the detectable Compton scatter angle410

while maintaining a large field of view.411

The design uses 8 mm ˆ 8 mm ˆ 40 mm Cadmium412

Zinc Telluride (CZT) bars with a virtual Frisch-413

grid readout [22]. The thickness of these detectors414

is maximized since the interaction depth of gamma415

rays is „10 g/cm2 at 1 MeV; this calorimeter yields416

approximately three radiation lengths. With only 6417

channels per bar, this readout gives excellent energy418

resolution ă1% FWHM at 662 keV, and position419

resolution ă1 mm in all 3 dimensions [23]. Com-420

pared with other CZT detector configurations, such421

as pixelated electrodes, the virtual Frisch-grid detec-422

tor can use CZT of lesser quality, has fewer electronic423

channels, uses a lower bias voltage, and are readily424

integrated into a large-area arrays [24].425

The calorimeter is built to be modular for ease of426

construction. The base unit is a 4 ˆ 4 array of CZT427

bars mounted in a carrier fabricated of printed cir-428

Figure 7: A challenge of this energy regime is that
gamma rays are particularly affected by passive material
within the active detector volume. The AMEGO tracker
design minimizes the passive material within the active
Si wafer area array by minimizing a ridge structure (both
above and below the tower tray for support) made of low-
Z composite materials. An exploded CAD view of this
ridge structure, with the Si wafers, front end electronics
(FEE) board and tower tray is displayed.

cuit board (PCB) to provide structural support as 429

well as the electrical connections to the detector elec- 430

trodes. This module of 16 bars, which aggregates to 431

3.7 cm ˆ 3.7 cm ˆ 6 cm, has a single readout ASIC. 432

These modules are mounted to a motherboard con- 433

sisting of 5ˆ10 CZT arrays to form a full CZT mod- 434

ule consisting of 800 bars. Two arrays are placed 435

below the active area of the tracker and two arrays 436

are rotated to cover the lower sides of the tracker. 437

These side CZT calorimeter arrays increase the po- 438

larization performance as the sensitivity to polariza- 439

tion is larger for larger scatter angles. Altogether, 440

there are 3040 CZT bars (4 arrays) per tower. 441

High-Energy Calorimeter: We have designed a 442

calorimeter optimized for high-energy gamma rays 443

based on the design of the Fermi-LAT [17]. The 444

AMEGO High-Energy Calorimeter uses Thallium- 445

doped Cesium Iodide (CsI(Tl)) crystal bars with 446

dramatically improved performance by collecting 447

the scintillation light with silicon photomultipliers 448

(SiPMs) (Figure 9). SiPMs provide further ad- 449

vantages in being a fraction of the size and mass 450

of photomultiplier tubes (PMTs), and they oper- 451

ate at a low bias voltage to achieve a similar gain. 452

To fill the area beneath the Tracker, each calorime- 453

ter module consists of 6 layers of 26 CsI(Tl) bars, 454

each 1.5 cm ˆ 1.5 cm ˆ 38 cm, arranged hodoscop- 455

ically. This calorimeter provides an additional five 456

11
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Figure 8: The Low-Energy Calorimeter serves a unique
purpose: supplying both excellent position and energy
resolution for events that interact via Compton scatter-
ing in the Cadmium Zinc Telluride (CZT) bars. The side
arrays detect photons scattered at large Compton scatter-
ing angles which is particularly important at low energies.
The tower arrays are all identical for ease of construction.
The side frames and tower trays are made of composite
material. An exploded CAD view of the frame, trays, ar-
rays, with the CZT modules (in red), and motherboards
is displayed.

radiation lengths and extends the sensitivity above457

„100 MeV.458

The CsI(Tl) bars are wrapped in a reflective ma-459

terial to give high light collection efficiency and the460

scintillation light is read out by a SiPM bonded at461

each end. By comparing the relative amplitude of462

the SiPM readout on each end, an internal posi-463

tion resolution of 1 cm σ at 1 MeV is achieved [25].464

Matching energy deposits in the calorimeter with465

events recorded in the tracker allows for a better466

recognition of background cosmic-ray deposition and467

thus increases the sensitivity at high energies.468

Anti-Coincidence Detector: To cleanly distin-469

guish the largest background contaminant (cosmic470

rays) from the photons of interest, AMEGO uti-471

lizes a plastic scintillator anti-coincidence detec-472

tor (ACD), which surrounds the tracker and Low-473

Energy Calorimeter (Figure 10). Any cosmic ray474

that passes through the ACD will result in a response475

and thus the event can be identified as a charged par-476

ticle event. The AMEGO ACD design is based on477

the ACD built for the Fermi-LAT and uses the same478

plastic scintillator as the detector material [26].479

The AMEGO ACD consists of five panels that are480

Figure 9: The High-Energy Calorimeter design is in-
spired by the design of the Fermi-LAT calorimeter. It
extends the high-energy Capabilities of AMEGO allow-
ing for overlap in energy coverage with the LAT. Layers of
CsI(Tl) bars are arranged hodoscopically allowing 3D po-
sition resolution of the showers complementing the other
instrument subsystems. Detector electronics are located
on the edges of the bars, which are read out via a 2ˆ2
array of SiPMs. The bars are supported by a composite
tower tray. An exploded CAD view of a single layer with
a tower tray and front end electronics (FEE) board, with
the CsI(Tl) bars (in blue) and SiPMs is shown.

134 cm ˆ 87 cm ˆ 1.5 cm with wavelength shifting 481

(WLS) strips and a SiPM readout. WLS strips are 482

inserted in grooves in each panel edge and viewed by 483

two SiPMs, allowing more uniform light collection 484

than with SiPMs alone. The use of SiPMs for the 485

readout has the advantage of low mass and low bias 486

voltage while still maintaining the same performance 487

as a traditional PMT. 488

Mechanical: The core principle of the mechani- 489

cal design of the AMEGO instrument is that each 490

subsystem is comprised of identical components for 491

ease of construction and assembly. This also has the 492

advantage of reducing the number of unique parts 493

and assemblies thereby reducing the cost of fabrica- 494

tion and tooling. For the tracker and High-Energy 495

Calorimeter subsystems, the component is the layer 496

(illustrated in Figure 7 and Figure 9 respectively). 497

For the Low-Energy Calorimeter, it is a the array. 498

For the ACD, the component is the panel. 499

The structural design is driven by the requirement 500

to support a large number of components while min- 501

imizing the structural interference within the active 502

area of the detector. Metal structural elements are 503
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Figure 10: Cosmic rays are a dominant background
and outnumber gamma rays by orders of magnitude in
this energy range. The Anti-Coincidence Detector is the
first line of defense against this background, providing a
veto to charged particle interactions. The AMEGO ACD,
made of five scintillating plastic panels and read out by
SiPMs connected to wavelength shifting (WLS) bars, sur-
rounds the tracker and side Low-Energy Calorimeter. It
is based on a simplified version of the Fermi-LAT ACD
which has successfully vetoed cosmic rays on orbit for
more than a decade. An exploded CAD model is dis-
played with structural panels and fixtures.

not used within the instrument field of view, and504

all primary structural elements were designed using505

low-Z carbon composite materials, baselined to be506

M55J, to reduce activation.507

The tracker tower is supported by a matrix frame508

and tray mounting frames all made of composite ma-509

terial. Individual layers are keyed using alignment510

pins, which provide rigidity and shear strength. In511

order to simplify integration, no interface screws will512

be added, and the layers will stack on top of each513

other with alignment pins. These pins will limit514

the relative displacement of adjacent trays in the515

XY plane. The resulting stack is very rigid. The516

stack is keyed to the spacecraft interface plate with517

shear pins and preloaded in the axial direction using518

posts that capture the instrument along its periph-519

ery, holding it down against the spacecraft interface520

plate. The posts also provide mounting for the CZT521

frame that holds the side CZT detectors, making522

all members work together against launch loads (see523

Figure 11).524

In order to minimize the drumhead effect on the525

tracker layer stack, a cruciform is added to connect526

the corner posts with enough preload to prevent gap-527

ping in the launch environment. The main chassis is528

an aluminum honeycomb panel, serving as the inter-529

Figure 11: Top-level structure assembly is designed
to minimize passive material near the sensitive detector
components. The corner posts and frame structure are
made of low-Z composite material to reduce activation
within the instrument. A cruciform structure connects
the corner posts to prevent the drumhead effect on the
instrument stack. The assembly structure is mounted to
the aluminium honey comb chassis which serves as the
interface with the spacecraft.

face with the spacecraft. Due to differences in the co- 530

efficient of thermal expansion between Al and com- 531

posite, a composite honeycomb panel is an appropri- 532

ate choice based on how the posts are mounted. The 533

ACD panels are supported with a simple frame and 534

panel structure. The scintillator material mounted 535

to the ACD panels is a lightweight plastic material so 536

the structure is self-supporting. Composite flexures 537

mount the panel assembly to the chassis. The CZT 538

arrays are mounted to a baseplate and will likely 539

have interlocking top plates. The egg-crate struc- 540

ture of the modules supporting the bars combined 541

with the interlocking upper panels and the integral 542

lower panel creates a pseudo-isogrid assembly. Pre- 543

liminary analysis indicates the structure required for 544

the instrument design far exceeds the structural re- 545

quirements imposed by expected loads. The struc- 546

ture, as a complete system, has gone through an 547

analysis-based sizing process, based upon Finite El- 548

ement Modeling of early concepts and its applica- 549

ble launch loads (see Figure 12). Furthermore, at 550

a lower assembly level, simplified calculations were 551

done to predict that the individual silicon wafers and 552

the CZT modules would not break under quasi-static 553

loading and vibration. 554

Electrical: The AMEGO electronics system 555

(Figure 13) consists of the MEM (Main Electronics 556

Module), two HVPS (High Voltage Power Supplies), 557

and tower components. The MEM converts the 28V 558

power supply bus and distributes power to, controls, 559

and collects data from the instrument tower subsys- 560

tems. The tracker and two calorimeter tower subsys- 561
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Figure 12: The structure, as a complete system,
has gone through an analysis-based sizing process, based
upon Finite Element Modeling of early concepts and its
applicable launch loads. (Note: Vibrations shown on right
are not to scale).

tems each have their own additional electronics and562

readout systems which relay relevant data upstream563

to the MEM for down-link.564

A backplane is used to provide power distribu-565

tion as well as digital communication from both the566

Tracker and High-Energy Calorimeter subsystems to567

the MEM. There is one backplane per tower, these568

can be seen on the left side of the instrument in569

Figure 12, where the signal pigtails on the FEE of570

each Tracker and High-Energy Calorimeter segment571

are shown in Figure 7 and 9. The communica-572

tion and power distribution from the MEM to the573

Low-Energy (CZT) Calorimeter and ACD subsys-574

tems will use wiring harnesses. This combination of575

backplane and wiring harnesses will allow for easier576

test and integration while preserving the ability to577

achieve science objectives through proper placement.578

Thermal: AMEGO features a passive thermal de-579

sign (Figure 14) that utilizes common, high TRL580

components such as multi-layer insulation (MLI), ra-581

diators, heat pipes, isolators, and heat straps. Each582

tower stack of 60 trays and calorimeters is coupled to583

a dual-bore, ammonia heat pipe via numerous ther-584

mal straps. The straps transport the waste heat to585

the evaporator section of the heat pipe. The con-586

denser end is well coupled to one of two 1.7 ˆ 1.8 m587

radiators, coated with white paint on the space fac-588

ing side and MLI on the spacecraft facing side. Two589

of the trackers are coupled to the “North” radia-590

tor and the other two trackers are coupled to the591

“South” radiator. The radiators are aluminum hon-592

eycomb sandwich panels with embedded heat pipes593

to improve the heat spreading efficiency. They were594

sized for 15% power growth above the expected dis-595

sipation of 950 W while maintaining the tracker in-596

terface temperatures below `20˝C. A second ther-597

mal control system to reject the waste heat from598

Figure 13: Each electrical subsystem interfaces with
the MEM which provides power and data lines. The
Tracker and High-Energy Calorimeter are connected via
a backplane while the ACD and Low-Energy Calorimeter
are connected via standard harnessing. Shown here are
the major components of the electrical system highlight-
ing the interfaces with the ASICs, FPGAs and MEM.
The MEM interfaces to the spacecraft via SpaceWire and
the spacecraft provides a standard 28 V line to power the
instrument.

the MEM and HVPS consists of 4 header, dual bore 599

ammonia heat pipes that couple the electronics base- 600

plate to a dedicated electronics radiator. The design 601

of the mission allows for 360˝ of rotation around the 602

boresight, which allows for the radiators to be kept 603

nearly parallel to the solar vector, minimizing the 604

solar heating on the radiators. Furthermore, the 605

radiators are also kept nearly parallel to the nadir 606

vector, minimizing the view of planetary IR emis- 607

sion on the radiators as well. The entire design is 608

testable on the ground in the presence of gravity 609

with the 4 tracker header pipes level, the tracker ra- 610

diator spreader pipes in reflux mode, the electronics 611

header pipes in reflux, and the electronics radiator 612

spreader pipes level. 613

Evaluation of Instrument Performance: To es- 614

timate the performance of an MeV gamma-ray tele- 615

scope, accurate instrument simulations are vital. It 616

is essential to develop a complete mass model of the 617

active and passive material and simulate gamma-ray 618

interactions within the instrument volume. A de- 619

tailed description of the backgrounds contributions, 620

both externally and internally via activation within 621

the detector material, are critical. 622

We have carried out detailed simulations, event 623

reconstructions, and performance estimates of the 624
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Figure 14: The design of the AMEGO Thermal Heat
Pipe Network allows for full thermal testing on the ground
in the orientation shown here.

AMEGO instrument using the MEGAlib frame-625

work [27] which is based on ROOT [28] and626

Geant4 [29]. The AMEGO geometry and all of the627

simulation files used for this analysis can be found628

on GitHub1.629

We consider three different event classes, broadly630

defined in terms of the energy of the incident pho-631

ton: untracked Compton events (untracked), tracked632

Compton events (tracked), and pair events. The633

distinction between tracked and untracked Comp-634

ton events is whether or not the direction of the635

Compton-scattered election is measured. Each is op-636

timized for different science cases. Figure 15 illus-637

trates a back-projection of „20 events showing the638

image-space response from individual photons for an639

AMEGO-type instrument.640

At energies below „1 MeV, the Compton-641

scattered electron does not transit more than one642

tracker layer and therefore it cannot be easily643

tracked. As a result, the untracked event class will be644

important for transient science cases such as gamma-645

ray bursts that have strong emission À1 MeV and646

gamma-ray line astronomy, such as the decay of the647

SN products 56Ni and 44Ti. For sources that produce648

gamma-rays at higher energies (1–10 MeV) that re-649

quire better background rejection, the tracked event650

class will likely be the standard event type used. For651

sources that produce photons above „10 MeV, the652

pair event class can be used in standard analyses.653

We have performed MEGAlib simulations to de-654

termine the angular and energy resolution of the655

AMEGO instrument for mono-energetic sources.656

1https://github.com/ComPair

Figure 15: The backprojected image-space response
for the three different AMEGO event types: untracked
Compton events (upper left); tracked Compton events
(upper right); pair events (bottom center) [30]. The ad-
vantage of tracked Compton events is better background
rejection.

The energy resolution is particularly important in 657

the MeV regime where sources of gamma-line emis- 658

sion are prominent. The angular resolution not only 659

affects the quality of images, but aids in reducing 660

source confusion and enhancing the sensitivity. The 661

angular resolution for Compton and pair telescopes 662

are defined in slightly different ways: 663

• Compton Events: The angular resolution mea- 664

surement (ARM) is the smallest angular dis- 665

tance between the known source location and 666

the Compton event circle for each photon. The 667

total ARM histogram from a sample of Comp- 668

ton events is the effective point spread function 669

(PSF) of telescope. The FWHM of the ARM 670

distribution defines the angular resolution of a 671

Compton telescope. 672

• Pair Events: For pair events, the reconstruction 673

of tracks provides a single direction. The PSF 674

is the angular difference between the true and 675

reconstructed photon direction. We character- 676

ize the resolution as the 68% containment of the 677

PSF. 678

The existing MEGAlib reconstruction algorithms 679

for tracked Compton events and pair events were 680

originally developed for the MEGA prototype [31] 681

and are not yet optimized for AMEGO. APRA funds 682
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Figure 16: Top: The energy resolution as a function
of energy, given as a percent in FWHM/Energy, is shown
for Compton events. Untracked events have an energy
resolution of „1% at 1 MeV. In the pair regime the en-
ergy resolution is À30%; this is not show here because it
does not drive science requirement. Bottom: The angu-
lar resolution as a function of energy for the pair, tracked
and untracked event classes. The best performance in the
Compton regime is achieved at 1–5 MeV where the an-
gular resolution is ă2˝. In the pair regime, the angular
resolution is below 2˝ above 200 MeV.

were awarded to the head developer of MEGAlib683

who serves as the AMEGO ground processing and684

data analysis lead (PI: Zoglauer), to better and more685

efficiently implement reconstruction algorithms and686

event classification. These have not yet been imple-687

mented in our simulations, and therefore the perfor-688

mance estimates are conservative.689

Figure 16 shows the energy resolution for690

Compton events and the angular resolution for691

all three event types across the energy range of692

the instrument. The simulations demonstrate that693
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Figure 17: Effective Area (Aeff) as a function of en-
ergy for on-axis sources. The effective area for untracked
events is so large because this is the most probable type
of interaction at low energies. The dashed blue curve is
a subset of untracked Compton events which require the
first interaction to be within the silicon tracker, where the
solid blue curve allows for events that only interact in the
Low-Energy CZT Calorimeter.

the AMEGO instrument achieves the angular and 694

energy resolution required for each science case 695

(Table 3). The energy resolution is particularly im- 696

portant for studying processes of element formation 697

and the angular resolution plays an important role 698

in the location accuracy of transient detections. 699

The effective area (Aeff) is a measure of the effi-
ciency of a telescope. It is defined as the area of an
ideal absorber that detects an equivalent number of
incident photons. The effective area can be found
through simulations by:

Aeff “
Ndet

Nstart
ˆAstart (1)

where Ndet is the number of detected events, Nstart 700

is the number initial simulated photons, and Astart is 701

the simulated area surrounding the mass model. To 702

keep the performance estimates as general as possi- 703

ble, we have defined Ndet to be the number of recon- 704

structed events with open event selections. The sim- 705

ulated effective area is shown in Figure 17 as a func- 706

tion of energy for each event class of AMEGO. For 707

comparison, the effective area of COMPTEL reaches 708

40 cm2 at 5 MeV. 709

In order to evaluate the polarization sensitivity
of AMEGO, we performed a set of simulations with
100% linearly polarized photons. The amplitude of
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Figure 18: AMEGO is sensitive to polarization in the
Compton regime. The modulation factor µ100, shown
here for AMEGO at two incident zenith angles, gives a
measure of the observed modulation for a 100% polarized
beam. AMEGO’s polarization sensitivity is highest at a
few hundred keV.

the resulting azimuthal scattering-angle modulation
gives the polarization signal. For a 100% polarized
beam, this amplitude is called the modulation fac-
tor, µ100, and is effectively the polarization signal
strength inherent to the instrument. The AMEGO
µ100 is shown in Figure 18 as a function of en-
ergy for two different incident zenith angles. From
µ100, the minimum detectable polarization at the
99% confidence level can be determined for a spe-
cific observation:

MDP “
4.29

µ100RS

c

RS `RBG

Tobs
, (2)

where RS and RBG are the signal and background710

event rate from a given source, respectively, and Tobs711

is the observation time. Table 2 shows the cal-712

culated AMEGO MDP for observations at multiple713

source fluxes.714

Background Simulations An accurate description715

of the background environment is necessary to pre-716

dict the sensitivity of the instrument. We have sep-717

arated the background treatment into two separate718

regimes: above 10 MeV we have used the well known719

backgrounds from Fermi-LAT and below 10 MeV720

we have performed detailed simulations of the back-721

ground in MEGAlib which include gamma-ray, par-722

ticle, and induced activation components.723

A summary of the modeled background is shown724

in Figure 19. Measurements from HEAO, COMP-725

TEL, EGRET [32], and Fermi-LAT [33, 34] are726

combined to describe the known cosmic back-727
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Figure 19: Top Modeled background components from
10 keV to 1 TeV. We have used the well-known back-
ground flux to determine the background in the pair
regime, i.e. greater than 10 MeV. Bottom The simu-
lated spectrum of fully reconstructed events for each back-
ground component from MEGAlib’s BackgroundGenera-
tor tool. These modeled components assume an orbit
altitude of 600 km, inclination angle of 6˝, and an aver-
age geomagnetic cutoff of 11.9 GV. We have used these
spectra to determine the background rates below 10 MeV
after the ACD veto.

ground across the AMEGO energy range. Strong, 728

Moskalenko, and Reimer [35] have modeled the dif- 729

fuse gamma-ray continuum from cosmic rays, which 730

is also included here. For energies Á10 MeV, 731

the background is fairly well known from measure- 732

ments from Fermi-LAT and we have estimated the 733

AMEGO background flux from these models. 734

The backgrounds in the Compton regime 735

(À10 MeV) are less understood and are often domi- 736

nated by activation, therefore detailed simulations 737

are necessary to determine the expected background 738

rates. MEGAlib has a tool (BackgroundGenerator) 739

which generates the spectral and spatial distribu- 740
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tions for cosmic and albedo gamma-rays, protons,741

neutrons, alpha particles, electrons, and positrons,742

as well as trapped hadrons. We have assumed an743

orbit altitude of 600 km, inclination angle of 6˝, and744

an average geomagnetic cutoff of 11.9 GV for these745

models. Figure 19 bottom shows the resulting746

simulated spectra after reconstruction for 1 hour747

of observations for each of the modeled compo-748

nents. As can be seen in this figure, the dominant749

background source at „1 MeV is activation from750

hadronic particles.751

III.1.2 Instrument Technical Maturity752

Indicate the technical maturity level of the major el-753

ements and the specific instrument TRL of the pro-754

posed instrumentation (for each specific Inst 1, Inst 2755

etc), along with the rationale for the assessment (i.e.756

examples of flight heritage, existence of breadboards,757

prototypes, mass and power comparisons to existing758

units, etc). For any instrument rated at a Tech-759

nology Readiness Level (TRL) of 5 or less, please760

describe the rationale for the TRL rating, including761

the description of analysis or hardware development762

activities to date, and its associated technology mat-763

uration plan.764

The philosophy behind the AMEGO design is her-765

itage and experience. It relies heavily on the Fermi-766

LAT design and technical maturity from other high-767

energy missions.768

An AMEGO prototype is also currently being sup-769

ported by several funded APRAs: ComPair (PI:770

McEnery), CZT calorimeter (PI: Thompson) and771

CsI calorimeter (PI: Grove, PI: Woolf). As part of772

the APRA work, we have designed and are currently773

building small versions of each detector subsystem to774

validate the over-all design. We will test the func-775

tionality of the subsystems working together to re-776

construct Compton and pair-conversion events in a777

beam test scheduled for summer 2020 and demon-778

strate functionality in a relevant environment via a779

balloon flight in fall 2021.780

As AMEGO is divided into four instrument sub-781

systems, the TRL for each is described in detail be-782

low.783

Tracker: As discussed in Sec. III.1.11, all major784

components of the AMEGO tracker have flight her-785

itage from missions including Fermi-LAT, AMS-02,786

Astro-H, PAMELA, and others.787

Figure 20: The AMEGO tracker prototype detector
development is led by GSFC. The prototype consists of
10 layers of 10 cm ˆ 10 cm ˆ 500 µm DSSDs and the con-
nection to the readout electronics is through elastomeric
connections as opposed to wire-bonds for ease of testing
and assembly. The custom packaging designed and built
at GSFC is shown here.

The AMEGO tracker prototype that is cur- 788

rently being developed [36] includes 10 layers of 789

10 cm ˆ 10 cm ˆ 500 µm DSSDs purchased from 790

Micron2, see Figure 20. We have developed cus- 791

tom tracker front-end electronics with the same 792

IDEAS VATA460.3 ASICs (COTS) that will be used 793

for AMEGO. Although the prototype tracker does 794

not include arrays of wire-bonded DSSDs, part of 795

the prototype development will include tests of the 796

DSSDs arranged in an ‘L’-shape ladder to under- 797

stand the noise contributions of this design. 798

The AMEGO 4ˆ 4 wire-bonded arrays of DSSDs 799

has been further validated via the MEGA [31] 800

tracker prototype [37] which used almost identical 801

DSSDs, wire-bonded connections, and a composite 802

rib structure as mechanical support. A 2 ˆ 2 wire- 803

bonded array of 2 mm thick DSSDs which also has 804

a similar mechanical support with 8 layers has been 805

previously developed and tested as a Compton tele- 806

scope in a laboratory setting [38]. Based on this her- 807

itage and current technology developments, we have 808

assessed the AMEGO DSSD tracker to be at TRL 809

6. 810

Low-Energy Calorimeter: Most of the compo- 811

nents of the Low-Energy CZT Calorimeter have high 812

flight heritage from missions such as Swift, AstroSat, 813

2http://www.micronsemiconductor.co.uk
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NuSTAR, RHESSI, INTEGRAL-SPI, as discussed in814

Section III.1.11. The AMEGO detector use a vir-815

tual Frisch-grid readout on a 4 cm thick detector, as816

discussed in Section III.1.1. However, this design817

does not have flight heritage.818

A Low-Energy Calorimeter prototype is currently819

in development. This work is funded through APRA820

(PI: Thompson) and is being performed by GSFC821

and Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL), the822

two main teams which will design and build the823

AMEGO CZT calorimeter. The prototype CZT824

bars are slightly smaller in size, each measuring825

0.6 cm ˆ 0.6 cm ˆ 2 cm. The mechanical struc-826

ture for the circuit-board array, which is the same827

as proposed for AMEGO, has been designed and828

tested in the laboratory, see Figure 21. The read-829

out for this prototype calorimeter is currently using830

the AVG2 ASIC [39]. Detector level testing indicates831

that the requirements for the CZT subsystem are be-832

ing met [23, 40]. However, it was through initial tests833

of these detectors that we determined a wave-front834

sampling ASIC is required to meet AMEGO perfor-835

mance. Therefore, we have base-lined the IDEAS836

IDE3421 ASIC (COTS) chip for the AMEGO mis-837

sion, where this family of ASICs has flight heritage838

(see Section III.1.11).839

Overall the Low-Energy CZT Calorimeter, we840

have assessed to be at TRL 4, which is driven by841

the design geometry of the CZT bars.842

Prior work indicates that these detectors meet the843

requirements for AMEGO and the main work needed844

is raising the TRL. To achieve this, we plan to use845

a standard path through studies performed on the846

AMEGO prototype development. We will perform847

CZT environmental testing to General Environmen-848

tal Verification Specification (GEVS). In summer849

2020, the full AMEGO instrument prototype, in-850

cluding the CZT calorimeter, will be validated in a851

beam test which will raise the subsystem to TRL 5.852

The design will be further tested on a balloon flight853

through the same APRA in fall 2021. We have be854

rewarded APRA funding (PI: A. Moiseev) to per-855

form environmental testing of the CZT calorimeter856

subsystem according GEVS. Its success will result in857

this instrument subsystem achieving TRL 6 prior to858

Phase A of the AMEGO mission.859

High-Energy Calorimeter: The design of the860

High-Energy CsI Calorimeter relies heavily on the861

design of the Fermi-LAT, which has been operating862

Figure 21: The AMEGO Low-Energy Calorimeter pro-
totype is being developed by Brookhaven National Lab-
oratory and Goddard Space Flight Center. Top A single
CZT array filled with 4ˆ 4 CZT virtual Frisch-grid bars.
The crate composed of circuit-board material provides
the mechanical structure and electrical connection to the
electrodes. Bottom The CZT arrays, each 16 CZT bars,
have been tested on the prototype motherboard using an
AVG2 ASIC developed at BNL.

successfully on-orbit for more than 11 years. The 863

major elements have flight heritage from Fermi-LAT, 864

SIRI, Astro-H, eXTP, and CALET, as discussed in 865

Section III.1.11. 866

The AMEGO high-energy calorimeter design dra- 867

matically improves the low energy performance of 868

the Fermi-LAT design by reading out the scintil- 869

lation light with silicon photomultipliers (SiPMs). 870

The NRL team, who designed and built the Fermi- 871

LAT calorimeter, is uniquely qualified to lever- 872

age the experience gained from that effort for 873

AMEGO. The High-Energy CsI calorimeter de- 874

velopment has been funded through APRA (PI: 875

Grove, PI: Woolf). The prototype consists of thirty 876

17 mm ˆ 17 mm ˆ 100 mm CsI crystals arranged in 877
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Figure 22: The AMEGO High-Energy Calorimeter
prototype is being developed at the Naval Research Lab-
oratory. Shown in the photograph is the partially pop-
ulated prototype of the CsI calorimeter subsystem. The
signal out from each SiPM is connected to the IDEAS
ROSSPAD interface board for data handling and event
processing.

a five layer (six crystals per layer) hodoscopic struc-878

ture. Each CsI crystal is wrapped in a diffuse re-879

flector that helps pipe the scintillation photons and880

each crystal is read out at each end by a 2ˆ2 ar-881

ray of SiPMs, totaling 60 channels for the proto-882

type calorimeter. The SiPMs are read out by the883

IDEAs SIPHRA ASIC which has similar flight her-884

itage to the currently baselined VA32TA6 III.1.11.885

The SIPHRA has similar power and performance886

requirements and can easily be used on AMEGO.887

The prototype has been built, tested and initially888

calibrated in the laboratory (see Figure 22) and889

at a first beam test [25]. The performance of the890

prototype has exceeded the AMEGO requirements.891

Based on the heritage and current technology de-892

velopments, we have assessed the High-Energy CsI893

Calorimeter to be at TRL 6.894

Anti-Coincidence Detector: The AMEGO895

ACD relies heavily on the design of the Fermi-LAT,896

which has been operating successfully on-orbit for897

more than 11 years. The major elements have flight898

heritage from Fermi-LAT, SIRI, Astro-H, eXTP, and899

CALET, as discussed in Section III.1.11.900

The GSFC team conceived, designed, developed,901

assembled, tested, and currently operates the Fermi-902

LAT ACD and is uniquely qualified to leverage the903

experience gained from that effort for AMEGO. This904

work is being advanced through the AMEGO pro-905

totype development at GSFC. A five-panel plastic 906

scintillator ACD, with wave-length shifting bars and 907

a SensL-J series SiPM readout, is being built for the 908

prototype balloon flight in fall 2021. Based on the 909

heritage and current technology developments, we 910

have assessed the ACD to be at TRL 6. 911

III.1.3 Instrument Risks 912

In the area of instrumentation, what are the top five 913

technical issues or risks? 914

Risk 1. Instrument Assembly and Test: The 915

assembly and test of this number of DSSD detectors 916

into segments with their associate readout electron- 917

ics and integrating the segments into towers is a com- 918

plicated process thus there is a possibility that the 919

assembly could take longer than expected resulting 920

in an overall schedule delay. 921

Mitigation: 922

• We have partnered with an assembly facility 923

(Argonne National Laboratory) with known ex- 924

pertise and a proven track record in assembling 925

detectors of this type in these numbers and has 926

capacity in excess of our schedule requirements. 927

• We have conservatively scheduled a single as- 928

sembly line and the assembly facility can 929

operate multiple assembly lines if needed 930

(Figure 30). 931

• We have included tolerances for failure of in- 932

dividual detector segments within the science 933

graceful degradation plan. 934

• We have scheduled for assembly and testing of 935

spare tracker segment layers to compensate for 936

expected yield rate and non-compliant tower 937

segment sub-assemblies. 938

• We have included sufficiently funded schedule 939

reserve in the tracker assembly to accommodate 940

delays. 941

Risk 2. Single source DSSD Procurement: We 942

have baselined a single DSSD provider and there is a 943

possibility that they will not produce DSSDs in the 944

mid-2020s resulting in the project having no source 945

of Si DSSDs. 946

Mitigation: 947

• We will work with the provider (Hamamatsu) 948

over the next few years to keep them appraised 949

of our status. 950

• We will procure small batches prior to Phase A 951

to ensure production continuity. 952
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• We will research other manufacturing options953

prior to Phase A and/or during Phase A.954

• We will procure samples from other vendors955

during Phase A to evaluate their capabilities.956

Risk 3. CZT TRL Raising by PDR: The CZT957

bars are TRL 4 and there is a possibility that the958

TRL will not be raised to 6 by PDR resulting in a959

schedule delay and extra cost to the mission.960

Mitigation:961

• We will test a 16 module prototype prior to962

phase A in a beam and on a balloon. This effort963

is fully funded.964

• We will build and test a complete structural965

mass model of an array and an engineering966

model consisting of four CZT modules in Phase967

A, and a full tower mass model in Phase B prior968

to PDR (Figure 28).969

Risk 4. Load Stress on Tracker DSSD Wafers970

and Support Structure. A complete analysis of971

launch acoustic loads (drum effect) and quasi-static972

loads on the DSSD wafers and composite support973

structure has not been completed and the loads974

might exceed structural margins resulting in the975

need to add more structural supports.976

Mitigation:977

• We will conduct a complete FEM structural and978

acoustic analysis of 1 of 4 Tracker towers (all 60979

layers) prior to the PDR.980

• We will install a cross strap brace over top of981

the tracker to provide additional rigidity.982

• We will design the tracker and build it to pro-983

vide appropriate atmospheric vent paths.984

• We will fabricate a segment mass model with985

wire-bond traces and do acoustic and vibration986

testing at protoflight levels in Phase A.987

Risk 5. Long lead procurement of DSSDs:988

Production of DSSDs is complicated and we require989

a significant number thus there is a possibility that990

the vendor will not deliver on time resulting in a991

schedule delay.992

Mitigation:993

• We will build an engineering model during994

Phase A to verify the manufacturer’s produc-995

tion line (Figure 28).996

• We will initiate the procurement process and997

contract negotiations 2 months prior to Phase998

B (Section VI.3).999

• We have assumed significant lead time prior to1000

the first DSSD batch delivery (10 months after1001

a 100 day procurement process). 1002

• We have included an adequate (vendor con- 1003

firmed) delivery window (470 days). 1004

• We can absorb delays in the schedule since the 1005

final two towers are to be built after the final 1006

delivery and it takes 6 months to assemble a 1007

single tower. 1008

• We have included funded schedule reserve at the 1009

tower assembly level. 1010

• We will define the procurement strategy 60 days 1011

prior to approval to proceed. 1012

III.1.4 Instrument Table 1013

Fill in entries in the Instrument Table. Provide a 1014

separate table for each Instrument (Inst 1, Inst 2 1015

etc). As an example, a telescope could have four 1016

instruments that comprise a payload: a telescope as- 1017

sembly, a NIR instrument, a spectrometer and a vis- 1018

ible instrument each having their own focal plane ar- 1019

rays. Please identify the basis for the CBE (Current 1020

Best Estimate). 1021

The AMEGO instrument is summarized in Ta- 1022

ble 4. 1023

III.1.5 Contingency 1024

If you have allocated contingency please describe it, 1025

along with the rationale for the number chosen. 1026

Instrument Mass Contingency: The lowest 1027

maturity components are the Main Chassis and de- 1028

tector support structure, as well as the Detector 1029

Front End Electronics (FEE) and corresponding Pig- 1030

tail Assemblies, which require TRL 6 raising, or envi- 1031

ronmental and functional testing at relevant environ- 1032

ment. And considering its placement at the current 1033

life cycle, a 30% and 25% contingency has been ap- 1034

plied, respectively. The highest mass element in the 1035

AMEGO instrument is the High-Energy Calorime- 1036

ter. The dense CsI bars in this subsystem are a 1037

simple crystalline material and have known dimen- 1038

sions with small tolerances. As a result, the mass 1039

contingency on the non-structural elements should 1040

be significantly lower than 25%. Conservatively, an 1041

average of 8% contingency has been applied to all 1042

other systems based on minimal changes and their 1043

heritage-based high TRL. 1044

Instrument Power: Power consumption of all 1045

components are well characterized based on high her- 1046

itage (ąTRL 6) flight components and scaling. In 1047
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Table 4: AMEGO Instrument table

Item Value

Type of Instrument Compton/Pair Telescope
Number of channels 156,400
Size/dimensions (for each instrument) 1.638mˆ1.638mˆ1.151m
Instrument mass without contingency (CBE*) 1077 kg
Instrument mass contingency 10 %
Instrument mass with contingency (CBE+reserve) 1183 kg
Instrument average payload power without contingency 1119 W
Instrument average payload power contingency 15 %
Instrument average payload power with contingency 1287 W
Instrument average science data rate without contingency 4192 kbps
Instrument average science data rate contingency 20 %
Instrument average science data rate with contingency 5030 kbps
Instrument Fields of View (if appropriate) 130˝

Pointing requirements (knowledge) 0.0083˝

Pointing requirements (control) 5˝

Pointing requirements (stability) N/A

addition, a detailed concept of operations profile has1048

been created from which average and peak power1049

estimates have been derived. But considering the1050

instrument is at Pre-Phase A, a conservative 15%1051

contingency has been applied to the average power,1052

with ample margin when handling peak consump-1053

tion, such as during a solar flare event.1054

Instrument Data Rates: Instrument data rates1055

are derived from the average number of detection1056

events per second (3K/sec from simulations), and1057

peak rates based on an operational event, such as a1058

solar flare where additional ACD detections would1059

take place. Based on variability of number of detec-1060

tion and its placement in its life cycle, a 20% con-1061

tingency has been applied.1062

III.1.6 Organizational Responsibilities1063

If known, provide a description of what organization1064

is responsible for each instrument and summarize1065

relevant past experience with similar instruments.1066

Tracker: Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)1067

and Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC). ANL1068

will be responsible for the Assembly, Integration and1069

Test of the Silicon tracker towers, leveraging their1070

extensive facilities, expertise and experience with1071

large-scale silicon detectors for Large Hadron Col-1072

lider experiments. GSFC will be responsible for the1073

mechanical structure, leveraging extensive flight ex-1074

pertise in composite materials. Additionally, GSFC1075

has extensive flight experience building and testing 1076

silicon trackers for instruments both on-orbit and in 1077

balloon payloads. GSFC has led the design, develop- 1078

ment and testing of the AMEGO tracker prototype. 1079

The team also includes experts in silicon tracker in- 1080

strumentation at the Naval Research Laboratory and 1081

University of California, Santa Cruz. 1082

High-Energy Calorimeter: Naval Research 1083

Laboratory (NRL). NRL led all aspects of the CsI 1084

calorimeter on Fermi – from development through 1085

calibration and operation. The CsI calorimeter on 1086

AMEGO is very similar. The High Energy Space 1087

Environment (HESE) Branch at the Naval Research 1088

Laboratory (NRL) has been conducting leading-edge 1089

research in gamma-ray astrophysics and gamma-ray 1090

detector systems since the early 1970s. Members of 1091

the Branch participating in AMEGO instrument de- 1092

sign and development were members of the PI team 1093

for the Oriented Scintillation Spectrometer Exper- 1094

iment (OSSE) on the Compton Gamma Ray Ob- 1095

servatory, and they conceived, designed, and built 1096

the Calorimeter subsystem for the Fermi Large Area 1097

Telescope (LAT). Laboratory, clean room, and envi- 1098

ronmental testing facilities for the FermiCalorimeter 1099

and LAT construction and testing are available for 1100

use in AMEGO. HESE Branch members contribut- 1101

ing to AMEGO have extensive experience across a 1102

broad range of semiconductor and scintillation de- 1103

tector systems for terrestrial and space application, 1104
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and have successfully delivered and operated mul-1105

tiple space-based gamma-ray instruments for DoD,1106

NASA, and other government sponsors.1107

Low-Energy Calorimeter: Brookhaven Na-1108

tional Laboratory (BNL) and GSFC. BNL has over1109

seven decades of experience in developing large1110

scale particle detectors in their instrumentation di-1111

vision. Specifically, this division is the originator of1112

the virtual Frisch-grid CZT detectors baselined for1113

AMEGO and has developed the front end electronics1114

for the prototype CZT bar detectors. GSFC has ex-1115

tensive flight experience building large-scale CZT de-1116

tector arrays for instruments on-orbit (Swift-BAT).1117

GSFC has also led the mechanical structure, test-1118

ing and integration of the AMEGO CZT calorimeter1119

prototype.1120

Anti Coincidence Detector: Goddard Space1121

Flight Center. The GSFC team successfully de-1122

signed and built the Fermi-LAT ACD. GSFC has1123

also led the design of the AMEGO ACD prototype.1124

DAQ/FSW: Los Alamos National Laboratory1125

With nearly six decades experience from more than1126

one hundred National Security Space Missions and1127

NASA Missions, Los Alamos National Laboratory1128

(LANL) has extensive experience within the devel-1129

opment, deployment and operation of flight soft-1130

ware. And to support those efforts, LANL has a1131

team of about 50 software engineers and scientists1132

with solid flight software experience. Recent exam-1133

ple of LANL’s successful development of flight soft-1134

ware for NASA gamma-ray astronomy missions are1135

the real-time, on-board, gamma-ray burst localiza-1136

tion software packages LANL created for the Swift1137

and HETE missions.1138

Detector Simulations and Pipeline Algo-1139

rithm Development: University of California1140

Berkeley. Dr. Andreas Zoglauer from UC Berkeley’s1141

Space Sciences Laboratory leads the development of1142

MEGAlib, the Medium-Energy Gamma-ray library,1143

which is the foundation of the simulation and data1144

analysis pipeline of the COSI balloon telescope [41].1145

MEGAlib was originally developed for the MEGA1146

combined Compton and pair telescope [42], and is1147

therefore well-suited as the base for developing the1148

AMEGO simulation and data analysis pipeline.1149

The work breakdown described above assumes an1150

entirely US funded mission. However, AMEGO is a1151

large international team and our expectation is that1152

there will be significant contributions and hardware1153

responsibilities provided by our non-US team mem- 1154

bers. In particular, subject to passing appropriate 1155

review and approval, we plan to leverage extensive 1156

Italian expertise in Assembly, Integration and Test 1157

of silicon trackers with an expectation that our Ital- 1158

ian partners will play a major leadership role in the 1159

silicon tracker subsystem. We plan to explore French 1160

contributions to the tracker front-end electronics us- 1161

ing the IDeF-X ASIC developed at CEA/Saclay. 1162

This ASIC has been selected for the STIX instru- 1163

ment of the Solar Orbiter mission. 1164

III.1.7 Studies Performed 1165

For the science instrumentation, describe any con- 1166

cept, feasibility, or definition studies already per- 1167

formed. 1168

The team participated in an instrument and mis- 1169

sion design lab at GSFC for a similar mission concept 1170

to AMEGO (called ComPair). For the ComPair mis- 1171

sion and to develop the proposal for the MIDEX AO, 1172

the instrument went through full development, de- 1173

sign and costing at GSFC. ComPair included slightly 1174

smaller versions of three of the four major subsys- 1175

tems: the tracker, the High-Energy (CsI) Calorime- 1176

ter and the ACD. The ComPair concept was not 1177

proposed because the modeled cost of the spacecraft 1178

pushed the overall mission cost too high to be ac- 1179

commodated as a MIDEX. 1180

As part of the preparation for this RfI, we also 1181

received additional engineering support at GSFC to 1182

scale up the instrument subsystems from the Com- 1183

Pair design to accurately estimate mass and power. 1184

Additionally, we developed a robust mechanical and 1185

electrical design for the Low-Energy CZT Calorime- 1186

ter. 1187

III.1.8 Calibration and Data Plan 1188

For instrument operations, provide a functional de- 1189

scription of operational modes, and ground and on- 1190

orbit calibration schemes. Describe the level of com- 1191

plexity associated with analyzing the data to achieve 1192

the scientific objectives of the investigation. Describe 1193

the types of data (e.g. bits, images) and provide an 1194

estimate of the total data volume returned. 1195

The AMEGO science goals are achieved primarily 1196

through survey-mode observations, where the wide 1197

field-of-view allows for the full sky to be observed 1198
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every 3 hours. Section III.2.1 describes the oper-1199

ational modes in detail.1200

The ground calibration plan and in-orbit calibra-1201

tions will be based off of Fermi-LAT and lessons1202

learned from the AMEGO prototype development,1203

CGRO/COMPTEL [43], and COSI instrument [44].1204

In addition to understanding the conversion of pulse1205

height and timing of interactions into energy and1206

position within the instrument, calibration measure-1207

ments are vitally important for benchmarking the1208

simulation tools.1209

Many of the full-instrument calibrations can be1210

done in-orbit during normal survey-mode observa-1211

tions. Measurements taken in orbit can be used to1212

refine the simulated response of the instrument bet-1213

ter than what is achievable through ground calibra-1214

tions. The alignment calibration of the tracker and1215

calorimeters can be done with cosmic-ray charged1216

particles, which will leave straight tracks through1217

the instrument. These minimum ionizing particles1218

(MIPs) deposit a known energy and will be used to1219

monitoring the gain of the High-Energy Calorime-1220

ter. The gain of the Low-Energy Calorimeter can1221

be monitored with the 511 keV background line1222

and other internal activation lines, while the tracker1223

can be calibrated with the charge injection capa-1224

bility from the DSSD ASICs. The absolute point-1225

ing of AMEGO can be determined through observa-1226

tions of bright gamma-ray point sources, such as the1227

Crab Nebula, Vela pulsar and bright AGN from the1228

Fermi catalog [45]. Absolute timing calibrations can1229

be done with bright pulsars, such as the Vela pulsar1230

and Crab pulsar. A calibration on the imaging per-1231

formance can be performed with bright gamma-ray1232

sources to verify effective area and angular resolu-1233

tion throughout the field-of-view. There are no addi-1234

tional pointed observations that are needed for these1235

calibrations, as science data that is taken during1236

survey-mode observations provide adequate statis-1237

tics for whole sky.1238

The main calibration of each subsystem is per-1239

formed at the module level prior to integration using1240

sealed radioactive laboratory sources that span the1241

energy range from 30 keV to 1.8 MeV (e.g. 241Am,1242

133Ba, 137Cs, 57Co, 60Co, 22Na, and 88Y). These1243

measurements will allow for a calibration of the en-1244

ergy and position response of the DSSD tracker, the1245

Low-Energy CZT Calorimeter, and the High-Energy1246

CsI Calorimeter. More refined calibrations of the1247

cross-talk and charge sharing between neighboring 1248

strips in the DSSDs and a precise calibration of 1249

the Low-Energy CZT Calorimeter can be done with 1250

these on-the-bench measurements. 1251

Post CDR, the ETU tower will be available for 1252

benchmarking and validating the Monte Carlo sim- 1253

ulations prior to instrument integration. This will 1254

include a test at a high energy electron beam to test 1255

the high-energy response of the calorimeter, and a 1256

polarized gamma-ray beam to test the polarization 1257

response of all subsystems together. Once the flight 1258

instrument is integrated, we will continue to monitor 1259

the energy response of all subsystems with sealed ra- 1260

dioactive laboratory sources. Cosmic-ray muons al- 1261

low for alignment and gain monitoring of the High- 1262

Energy Calorimeter. 1263

The data for AMEGO is event-based, where each 1264

gamma-ray interaction in the instrument is analyzed 1265

separately. Images, light curves, polarization anal- 1266

ysis, and other science products are generated on- 1267

ground. The raw data for each event, including 1268

housekeeping and aspect information, is telemetered 1269

down as the Level 0 data (described further below) 1270

and the expected data rate is 5.0 Mbps. 1271

AMEGO has 6 levels of science data products. 1272

The Level 0 data product is telemetered down from 1273

the spacecraft. This includes the raw data (ADC 1274

and timing of signals from each trigger), aspect in- 1275

formation, and house keeping. On the ground, it 1276

will be unpacked and automatically converted into 1277

the FITS format which then represents Level 1 data. 1278

The first analysis step is the measurement calibra- 1279

tion, which includes energy, position, and depth cal- 1280

ibration, etc. The resulting Level 2 data is a list of 1281

events consisting of calibrated detector hits (energy, 1282

position), (interpolated) instrument aspect informa- 1283

tion, absolute time, etc. The next step in the analy- 1284

sis encompasses the identification of the event type 1285

(Compton, pair, charged particle, etc), the tracking 1286

of electrons and positions in the tracker and eventu- 1287

ally down to the calorimeter, the determination of 1288

the overall Compton sequence and an overall quality 1289

factor of the event (see e.g. [30] for an overview). 1290

This stage results in Level 3 data consisting of the 1291

reconstructed primary event parameters as a photon 1292

list such as the direction of the pair electron and 1293

positron, the sorted Compton interaction sequence, 1294

and so on. This data set (along with appropriate 1295

response files) is the start point for all high-level 1296
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data analysis which most science user will use for1297

their analysis: all-sky imaging, source identification,1298

spectral fitting, polarization analysis, etc. Level 41299

data will be the result of an automated analysis of1300

the measured data and include all-sky images, lists1301

of bright sources containing locations, spectra, light1302

curves, for different time intervals, etc. Level 5 data1303

will consist of catalogs of reviewed Level 4 data. The1304

AMEGO team will produce a catalog of gamma-ray1305

sources, flux histories and tentative source identifi-1306

cations, as well as all-sky maps for continuum obser-1307

vations and gamma-ray line emissions.1308

Figure 23 shows an overview of the data flow and1309

the data products. In general, the same pipeline will1310

be used to analyze the on-orbit observations, ground1311

calibrations, and simulations. Well-benchmarked1312

simulations are a key element to generate accurate1313

response files and, e.g., trained neural networks to1314

identify the event type and the hit sequence. To1315

achieve a good agreement, the detector effects en-1316

gine, which handles mass model, energy and position1317

resolution, triggers, etc. is tuned to produce simu-1318

lated events which are as similar as possible to the1319

observations. At each step of the analysis pipeline1320

measurements and simulations of the same observa-1321

tion/calibration can be compared. Differences be-1322

tween the two will inform updates/improvements to1323

the detector effects engine. The presented pipeline1324

is largely identical to the already existing simula-1325

tion and data analysis pipeline which is used for1326

COSI [46] as well as for the AMEGO performance1327

simulations (see Sections III.1.1). Both utilize the1328

open-source MEGAlib toolkit [27], which will also be1329

the base of the final AMEGO simulations and data1330

analysis pipeline.1331

III.1.9 Instrument Flight Software1332

Describe the level of complexity of the instrument1333

flight software.1334

The AMEGO flight software is straightforward as1335

no on-board event reconstruction is required. For1336

general science observations, Level 0 raw data is1337

transmitted to ground as described Sec. III.1.8.1338

For transient detections, AMEGO flight software in-1339

cludes algorithms for onboard GRB triggering. The1340

option of including a simplistic on-board reconstruc-1341

tion in the pair-regime, such as what is done in1342

Fermi-LAT, to reduce the background data rate will1343

be explored in Phase A.1344

Final Science 
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Repackaging
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Measurement 
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Is performed  at each stage 
of the data analysis, not just 

the last stage shown here

Observations
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temperatures, etc.

Simulations
observations, calibrations, 

etc.

Calibration 
Parameter 
Generation

Calibration
Coincidence search, energy & position 

calibration, etc.

Identification & Reconstruction
Find event type, Compton and pair 

sequence, event quality, etc.

Detector 
Effects 
Engine

Instrument observations

Calibration measurements

Simulation data

Calibration parameters (e.g. ADU to keV)

Response, machine learning, etc. files

Feedback loop to improve and adapt 
detector effects engine
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High-level Data Analysis
Image reconstruction, spectral fitting, 

polarization analysis, etc.
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Level 0 Data (except 
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Figure 23: The proposed AMEGO pipeline is largely
identical to the already existing data pipeline used for
COSI and the AMEGO performance simulations. Shown
here is an overview of data flow and products for AMEGO
observation, calibrations, and simulations which is based
on the MEGAlib toolkit.

For development of the AMEGO flight software, 1345

LANL will employ a similar strategy to the one 1346

LANL very successfully used for NASA’s Swift Mis- 1347

sion. The software will be developed in C++ using 1348

POSIX standard interfaces and restricted as appro- 1349

priate for a high-reliability embedded system (e.g. 1350

no exceptions; no heap memory allocation except 1351

for a fixed set of buffers at boot time). Confi- 1352

dence that the software will Do The Right Thing 1353

will be provided by extensive simulation and test- 1354

ing under non-deterministic conditions. The devel- 1355

opment/test hardware will be a single-board com- 1356

puter, with ground station and WFI front-end elec- 1357

tronics simulators running under virtualization on 1358

a single desktop computer. This will allow testing 1359
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of commanding, data telemetry, and automation as1360

well as simulation of the detector hardware, slewing1361

mount, and the external universe. For the highest1362

fidelity testing, we will employ an Engineering Test1363

Unit, a flight-like hardware unit, along with the as-1364

sociated ground station and simulation computers.1365

This, combined with the extensive use of heritage1366

code and experience, will allow LANL to confidently1367

deliver reliable flight software.1368

III.1.10 Non-US Participation1369

Describe any instrumentation or science implemen-1370

tation that requires non-US participation for mission1371

success.1372

No non-US participation is required for mission1373

success and the baseline instrument described here1374

assumes no non-US participation. However, contri-1375

butions from our European and Japanese partners1376

will make the mission significantly stronger and are1377

expected.1378

III.1.11 Instrument Flight Heritage1379

Describe the flight heritage of the instruments and1380

their subsystems. Indicate items that are to be de-1381

veloped, as well as any existing hardware or de-1382

sign/flight heritage. Discuss the steps needed for1383

space qualification. Describe any required deploy-1384

ments.1385

The AMEGO design is based on having flight1386

heritage and experience for every instrument sub-1387

system and relies heavily on the Fermi-LAT de-1388

sign; however, there are some key differences since1389

AMEGO is optimized for lower energies. For ex-1390

ample, the AMEGO tracker has been modified to1391

detect low energy pair conversion events and the1392

Compton-scattered electron by both removing the1393

high-Z Tungsten converter foils and changing from1394

single-sided to double-sided silicon strip detectors.1395

The former reduces multiple scattering which im-1396

proves the angular resolution of the instrument,1397

while the latter allows two dimensional position res-1398

olution within the same bulk material. AMEGO1399

has the addition of a Low-Energy CZT Calorimeter1400

optimized for the Compton regime with high spec-1401

tral resolution. The energy resolution of the CsI1402

calorimeter is improved with respect to the LAT by1403

using solid state SiPMs instead of PIN diodes; how-1404

ever, because of the low energy focus it is fewer radi-1405

ation lengths deep. Finally, due to the lower energy 1406

of AMEGO, the ACD is not segmented into multi- 1407

ple tiles per side. Further details on the heritage for 1408

each subsystem are given below. 1409

Tracker: All major components of the AMEGO 1410

tracker have flight heritage from missions including 1411

Fermi-LAT, AMS-02, Astro-H, PAMELA, and oth- 1412

ers. 1413

Each tracker segment is identical and contains a 1414

4ˆ4 array of wire-bonded DSSDs. DSSDs have flight 1415

heritage on AMS-02 [47, 48], Astro-H HXI [49], and 1416

PAMELA [50, 51]. Daisy-chained DSSDs connected 1417

via wire bonding have been demonstrated on AMS- 1418

02 and PAMELA, although the dimensions of the 1419

wafers are different. 1420

The mechanical design of the tracker uses Car- 1421

bon Fiber Reinforced Polymers (CFRP) which have 1422

been successfully implemented on Fermi-LAT, HST, 1423

JWST, Ice-Sat and many other space missions. The 1424

DSSDs are suspended in a grid of CFRP ribs that 1425

also hold an ‘L’ shaped front-end electronics board. 1426

A mechanical rib support structure of composite ma- 1427

terials that is similar to the AMEGO design has 1428

been flown on PAMELA. Mechanical fasteners are 1429

included at nodes in the segment to allow for stack- 1430

ing, which has also been demonstrated on both and 1431

AMS-02 and PAMELA. 1432

Due to the large number of components and the 1433

complexities in integration, significant effort was 1434

made in the design to make each component identical 1435

and interchangeable. A very similar tracker tower 1436

construction of daisy chained silicon detectors, al- 1437

though single sided wafers, was flown on Fermi-LAT. 1438

For the analog read-out electronics, we have 1439

bench-marked the IDEAS VATA460.3 (COTS). This 1440

family of ASICs has flight heritage on Astro-H [52] 1441

and IDEAS has produced flight hardware for over a 1442

decade. 1443

Low-Energy Calorimeter: The components of 1444

the Low-Energy CZT Calorimeter have high flight 1445

heritage from missions such as Swift, AstroSat, NuS- 1446

TAR, RHESSI, INTEGRAL-SPI, and many others. 1447

CZT pixel detectors have flown on Swift–BAT [53], 1448

NuSTAR [54], and AstroSat [55]. The main differ- 1449

ence between these instruments and the AMEGO 1450

design is the detector geometry. The AMEGO detec- 1451

tor use a virtual Frisch-grid readout on a 4 cm thick 1452

detector, as discussed in Section III.1.1. However, 1453

this design does not have flight heritage. 1454
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The CZT bars are loaded into a module of 4 ˆ 41455

bars, and the structure is made of PCB with elec-1456

trical traces providing the contact to the CZT side1457

terminals via spring loaded contacts. Electrical con-1458

tacts between the CZT bar electrodes and the read-1459

out electronics are via spring loaded contacts, which1460

have high heritage (i.e. slip rings). We are unaware1461

of printed circuit boards as mechanical structure;1462

however, PCBs are ubiquitous and undergo exten-1463

sive mechanical analysis for every mission, so use in1464

this manner is low risk. The design allows for alter-1465

native material (such as Kapton), if necessary.1466

The readout electronics for the Low-Energy1467

Calorimeter utilizes the IDEAS IDE3421 ASIC1468

(COTS). The COTS ASIC is based on a family of1469

ASICs with flight heritage and is designed by a com-1470

pany that specializes in ASICs for flight applications.1471

The modular socket connection of each CZT mod-1472

ule to the motherboard has been demonstrated on1473

the Swift-BAT. Additionally, the 4 kV bias voltage1474

required for these 4 cm thick CZT bars has been1475

demonstrated on RHESSI [56] and INTEGRAL-1476

SPI [57].1477

High-Energy Calorimeter: The design of the1478

High-Energy CsI Calorimeter relies heavily on the1479

design of the Fermi-LAT, which has been operating1480

successfully on-orbit for more than 11 years. The1481

major elements have flight heritage from Fermi-LAT,1482

SIRI, Astro-H, eXTP, and CALET.1483

The CsI(Tl) crystal scintillators in a hodoscopic1484

array have been demonstrated with the Fermi-LAT1485

calorimeter. The use of composite materials for1486

the mechanical design will be the same as for1487

Fermi-LAT. In AMEGO, silicon photo-multipliers1488

(SiPMs), which replace the PIN diodes used in1489

the Fermi-LAT design. The SensL-J series SiPMs1490

used for AMEGO have demonstrated on-orbit per-1491

formance with SIRI [58] and will be also flown on1492

BurstCube [59].1493

The High-Energy Calorimeter read-out electron-1494

ics have been designed using the IDEAS VA32TA61495

ASIC 3. These ASICs have flight heritage on Astro-1496

H, eXTP [60], and CALET [61].1497

Anti-Coincidence Detector: The AMEGO1498

ACD relies heavily on the design of the Fermi-LAT,1499

which has been operating successfully on-orbit for1500

more than 11 years. The major elements have flight1501

3https://ideas.no/launch-of-hxmt-with-ideas-

integrated-circuits/

heritage from Fermi-LAT, SIRI, Astro-H, eXTP, and 1502

CALET. 1503

The AMEGO ACD is a simplified version of the 1504

Fermi-LAT ACD: there is no segmentation of the 1505

panels (as it is not required at low energies) and 1506

there are no wavelength-shifting fibers embedded in 1507

the detector material. The detector material (plastic 1508

scintillator) has extensive flight heritage including 1509

Fermi-LAT and many other instruments previously 1510

flown and currently flying. As with the CsI calorime- 1511

ter, the ACD plastic scintillators use a SensL-J se- 1512

ries SiPM readout, which have been demonstrated 1513

on orbit with SIRI [58] and will be further tested 1514

BurstCube [59]. The read-out electronics use the 1515

IDEAS VATA64HDR16 ASIC (COTS) which are 1516

part of a family of ASICs that have flight heritage 1517

on Astro-H, eXTP [60], and CALET [61]. 1518

III.2 Mission Design 1519

Please answer the following, or point to pages in ex- 1520

isting public documentation where the information is 1521

provided: 1522

III.2.1 Science Driven Mission Require- 1523

ments 1524

Provide a brief descriptive overview of the mission 1525

design (launch, launch vehicle, orbit, pointing strat- 1526

egy) and how it achieves the science requirements 1527

(e.g. if you need to cover the entire sky, how is it 1528

achieved?). 1529

The AMEGO mission design assumes a launch 1530

from KSC on a Large Payload Fairing (such as Fal- 1531

con 9 or Atlas, see Figure 24) and directly injected 1532

into a 600 km 6˝ inclined circular orbit. An orbit 1533

inclination between 0 and 10˝ would provide accept- 1534

able AMEGO instrument science viewing. However, 1535

6˝ was selected to minimise the radiation environ- 1536

ment encountered during transit through the South 1537

Atlantic Anomaly (SAA). AMEGO is unaffected by 1538

launch date window restrictions as the science data 1539

can be obtained regardless of the orbit RAAN, time 1540

of day, or launch date. 1541

AMEGO has two main modes of operation to col- 1542

lect science data. The primary method is a survey 1543

operations mode where the observatory’s Z-axis is 1544

pointed 30˝ North along the local zenith for one or- 1545

bit, the observatory is slewed at 0.25 degrees/sec for 1546

approximately 240 seconds so that the observatory’s 1547
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Figure 24: AMEGO fits comfortably in a Falcon 9
fairing with significant clearance. The Falcon 9 rocket
can place AMEGO in the desired orbit with sufficient
margin (Table 5). Shown in the fairing is the single
AMEGO instrument externally mounted on a standard
LEOStar-3 spacecraft. The two articulated solar panels
are in their stowed postion on the right and left of the bus.
A gimbled high-gain Ka-band is shown on the facing side
of the spacecraft as well as the star trackers (red circles)
and other spacecraft components.

Z-axis is pointed 30˝ South along the local zenith.1548

This process is repeated every orbit to maximize1549

uniformity of sky coverage on timescales of 3 hours1550

(two orbits). The second mode is an inertial target1551

mode, where the observatory follows a target until1552

it gets within 30˝ of the Earth limb. The Z-axis is1553

then held constant relative to the Earth, so that the1554

target moves through the instrument FoV until oc- 1555

cultation (but most of the FoV is still kept off the 1556

limb). When the target becomes occulted, the bore- 1557

sight is moved 30˝ away from the other side of the 1558

Earth, where the target is reacquired as it emerges 1559

from occultation. 1560

Spacecraft operations does not interfere with sci- 1561

ence operations in either science mode. In both ob- 1562

serving modes, the Observatory is allowed to rotate 1563

about the Z-axis to maintain full solar illumination 1564

of the solar arrays, and to keep the Sun off the radi- 1565

ators. 1566

The science data volume produced by AMEGO is 1567

approximately 45 GB over a 24 hour period. This 1568

volume exceeds the capabilities of a typical space- 1569

craft S-band communications subsystem. For this 1570

reason, a high bandwidth Ka-band communications 1571

subsystem is used to downlink science data while 1572

a lower-bandwidth S-band communications subsys- 1573

tem is used for spacecraft and instrument command 1574

and telemetry. Due to the lack of Ka-Band ground 1575

stations in view of AMEGO’s low inclination orbit, 1576

NASA’s Space Network, specifically TDRS-East and 1577

TDRS-West is utilized for nominal operations for 1578

both S-band and Ka-band. TDRS-F-7 at 85˝ in the 1579

zone of exclusion is used for S-Band contingency and 1580

critical event communications. S-Band communica- 1581

tions use a set of omni-directional antennas that pro- 1582

vide nearly 4pi-steradian of coverage to TDRSS or a 1583

ground network station in view. 1584

Reaction wheels manage observatory momentum. 1585

Excess momentum is offloaded with magnetic tor- 1586

quers, eliminating the need for a propellant based 1587

reaction control system and any interruptions to sci- 1588

ence data collection. 1589

The spacecraft includes a propulsion system to al- 1590

low safe deorbit at the end of the mission. 1591

III.2.2 Mission Software, Ground Station, 1592

and Science Development 1593

Describe all mission software development, ground 1594

station development and any science development re- 1595

quired during Phases B and C/D. 1596

AMEGO does not have any unusually complex 1597

or driving mission software. Spacecraft and instru- 1598

ment flight software is straightforward and similar to 1599

(or simpler than) what was developed for the Fermi 1600

Gamma-ray Space Telescope. The ground system 1601
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Table 5: Mission Design Table

Parameter Value

Orbit Parameters 600 km circular, 6 deg inclination
Mission Lifetime 60 months
Maximum Eclipse Period 36.5 min
Launch Site CCAFS
Spacecraft Dry Bus Mass without contingency 1,903 kg
Spacecraft Dry Bus Mass contingency 15.1%
Spacecraft Dry Bus Mass with contingency 2,193 kg
Spacecraft Propellant Mass without contingency 352
Spacecraft Propellant contingency 30%
Spacecraft Propellant Mass with contingency 458 kg
Launch Vehicle Falcon 9 with Full Thrust, Return to Launch

Site (RTLS) capability
Launch Vehicle Mass Margin 4,661 kg
Launch Vehicle Mass Margin 121%
Spacecraft Bus Power without contingency 988 W OAP
Spacecraft Bus Power contingency 12 %
Spacecraft Bus Power with contingency 1,105 W

software takes advantage of extensive reuse of exist-1602

ing code.1603

No ground station development is necessary for1604

AMEGO, as science data downlinks and observa-1605

tory commanding is via TDRSS Ka-band and S-1606

band contacts.1607

No science development is necessary beyond the1608

data archiving capability and data analysis software1609

developed by the SOC. This will be similar in scope1610

to what was done for Fermi.1611

III.2.3 Mission Design Table1612

Provide entries in the Mission Design Table. For1613

mass and power, provide contingency if it has been1614

allocated. If not, use 30% contingency. To calcu-1615

late margin, take the difference between the maxi-1616

mum possible value (e.g. launch vehicle capability)1617

and the maximum expected value (CBE plus contin-1618

gency). Table 5 provides mission, orbit, spacecraft,1619

and vehicle properties.1620

III.2.4 Observatory Block Diagrams1621

Provide any existing block diagrams or drawings1622

showing the observatory (payload and spacecraft)1623

with the instruments and other components labeled1624

and a descriptive caption. Provide a diagram of the1625

observatory in the launch vehicle fairing indicating 1626

clearance if you have it. 1627

See Figure 24 for a diagram of AMEGO inte- 1628

grated with a standard LEOStar-3 spacecraft in the 1629

Falcon 9 fairing showing sufficient clearance. 1630

III.2.5 Mission Risks 1631

For the mission, what are the three primary risks? 1632

The AMEGO spacecraft, ground system, mission 1633

and science operations are based on significant her- 1634

itage from Fermi. As a result, the mission risks 1635

are focused on the instrument. The top three risks 1636

are: 1) Instrumemt assembly integration and test, 2) 1637

Single source DSSD procurement and 3) CZT TRL 1638

Raising by PDR. See Section III.1.3 for a discus- 1639

sion of these risks and planned mitigation. 1640

III.2.6 Propellant 1641

Provide an estimate of required propellant, if appli- 1642

cable. 1643

The spacecraft has a propulsion system to allow 1644

a controlled deorbit at end of life. The estimated 1645

propellant mass is 352 Kg without margin (Table 1646

5). 1647
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III.3 Spacecraft Implementation1648

Please answer the following, or point to pages in ex-1649

isting public documentation where the information is1650

provided:1651

III.3.1 Spacecraft Requirements1652

Describe the spacecraft characteristics and require-1653

ments. Include a preliminary description of the1654

spacecraft design and a summary of the estimated1655

performance of the key spacecraft subsystems. Please1656

fill out the Spacecraft Mass Table and Spacecraft1657

Characteristics Table.1658

The Observatory mass and power table is provided1659

in Table 6, and the Spacecraft Characteristics table1660

is Table 7.1661

The AMEGO spacecraft fits comfortably within1662

several vendors’ spacecraft platforms available1663

on GSFC’s Rapid Spacecraft Development Office1664

(RSDO), Examples are Ball Commercial Platform1665

(BCP) 2000, Loral/SSL 1300 and Northrup Grum-1666

man’s LEOStar-3. While a spacecraft partner has1667

not been selected for AMEGO, for the purposes of1668

evaluating capabilities and as a proof of concept, we1669

have baselined a LEOStar-3. The LEOStar-3 prod-1670

uct line has extensive heritage, most notably includ-1671

ing Fermi. In comparison to AMEGO, Fermi is of1672

the same mission class, has a very similar operations1673

concept, and requires similar payload resources.1674

Since Fermi’s launch several LEOStar-3 spacecraft1675

of similar complexity have been launched (ICESat-1676

2 and Landsat 8) and are currently in production1677

(Landsat 9 and JPSS-2). The AMEGO spacecraft is1678

a fully redundant RSDO catalog LEOStar-3, which1679

makes extensive use of existing mechanical, thermal,1680

electrical and digital designs from the Fermi space-1681

craft.1682

Structure and Physical Packaging. The all-1683

aluminum spacecraft bus primary structure is an-1684

ticipated to be highly similar to the Fermi space-1685

craft configuration. The primary structure consists1686

of upper and lower ring sections separated by ver-1687

tical longeron tubes. Shear panels close out the1688

structure and support spacecraft electrical compo-1689

nents. The mechanical structure also includes a de-1690

ployable high-gain antenna and two deployable solar1691

array wings (Figure 24). The support structure1692

for the propulsion subsystem is a separate modu-1693

lar aluminum structure that can be installed at any1694

time in the spacecraft integration flow. The bot- 1695

tom of the propulsion support structure acts as a 1696

launch vehicle adapter and interfaces with a (com- 1697

monly used) 1,666mm (66-in.) Marmon band inter- 1698

face to the launch vehicle (other adapter interfaces 1699

can be utilized). 1700

Electrical Power Subsystem (EPS). The EPS 1701

uses a direct energy transfer system that is battery 1702

clamped to 25-34 V. It consists of two, 4-panel de- 1703

ployable wing Solar Arrays using 28.5% Emcore BTJ 1704

cells. Each solar array wing is driven by a single 1705

axis Solar Array Drive Assembly (SADA) which is 1706

stepped at a constant rate of roughly 8 Hz with a 1707

tapered start/stop rate that prevents excitation of 1708

the Solar Array fundamental mode. If necessary, 1709

the Solar Array can be further isolated from the 1710

SADA and spacecraft by a damper that isolates So- 1711

lar Array flexible modes from the spacecraft, ensur- 1712

ing non-interaction with the attitude control loop for 1713

wide stability margins. A Power Distribution Unit 1714

(PDU) distributes power to the spacecraft bus and 1715

instrument payload components and controls Solar 1716

Array power input to 134 A-hr Li-Ion battery. A 1717

Cell Balance Electronics unit maintains voltage bal- 1718

ance between the individual Li-Ion battery cell mod- 1719

ules, which is required for long-life missions using Li- 1720

Ion battery cells. The spacecraft harness distributes 1721

power and signal to the spacecraft bus and instru- 1722

ment payload components. 1723

Command and Data Handling (C&DH) 1724

Subsystem. The C&DH is comprised of an In- 1725

tegrated Electronics Module (IEM), Payload Inter- 1726

face Electronics (PIE) and a Solid State Recorder 1727

(SSR). The IEM utilizes a 6U cPCI-based architec- 1728

ture with a high performance RAD750 processor and 1729

with a dual redundant MIL-STD-1553 data bus for 1730

instrument data and command transmission, SSR 1731

control, and bi-level and digital channels for com- 1732

mands and telemetry. The SSR stores all instru- 1733

ment data. The PIE interfaces the instrument with 1734

the SSR and the Ka-Band Transmitter to downlink 1735

data to the ground. The oven-controlled crystal os- 1736

cillator (OCXO) maintains a stable, accurate time 1737

base and guarantees clock drift performance in the 1738

event of GPS 1 PPS outages. 1739

Attitude Determination and Control Sub- 1740

system (ADCS). The LEOStar-3 spacecraft uses 1741

a 3-axis stabilized zero-momentum biased attitude 1742

control system. The ADCS hardware consists of 1743
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six reaction wheels spinning at low speed to pro-1744

vide primary attitude control during all operational1745

modes. Three electromagnetic torque rods with lin-1746

ear drivers are used for momentum unloading, three1747

axis magnetometers provide measurements of the1748

local magnetic field vector for momentum unload-1749

ing and coarse attitude determination. Three star1750

trackers provide high accuracy attitude knowledge1751

measurements. A Scalable Inertial Reference Unit1752

(SIRU) provides highly accurate three-axis rate in-1753

formation. Twelve Coarse Sun Sensors (CSS) ensure1754

unique sun vector measurements with at least three1755

overlapping FOVs in every direction. GPS receivers1756

are used to obtain ephemeris knowledge and preci-1757

sion timing.1758

Spacecraft Flight Software (FSW) provides1759

on-board computation and supports ground com-1760

mand and Observatory telemetry implementation.1761

It manages the redundant interface to all the de-1762

vices connected through the C&DH subsystem and1763

is the primary interface to the ADCS. The FSW ex-1764

ecutes on a BAE Systems RAD750 Central Process-1765

ing Unit (CPU). The FSW consists of four compo-1766

nents. The first is the VxWorks Real-Time Oper-1767

ating System (RTOS) that provides top-level task1768

scheduling, prioritization, and preemption capabil-1769

ity. The ADCS FSW is developed using MathWorks1770

SimulinkTM visual control diagrams and automati-1771

cally generated by using the MathWorks Real-Time1772

WorkshopTM (RTW) Embedded Coder. The stellar1773

navigation FSW, provided by the Star Tracker sup-1774

plier is also hosted on the RAD 750. Finally, the1775

C&DH FSW (fourth component) is hand coded in1776

C/C++ and compiled using a GNU compiler. It1777

contains the remaining FSW functionality and pro-1778

vides the interface to other spacecraft components1779

as required.1780

Telecommunications (Telecomm) Subsys-1781

tem. The Telecomm subsystem features an S-Band1782

narrowband system for telemetry and command ser-1783

vices, and a Ka-Band wideband system for high rate1784

downlink of science data. The narrowband system1785

uses a pair of S-Band transceivers with the trans-1786

mitter feeding its own pair of summed nadir/zenith1787

antennas. The same is true for the receive side. The1788

command receiver demodulates the signal from the1789

TDRSS followed by a Non-Return to Zero conver-1790

sion from Mark to Level. Recovered data is aligned1791

with an embedded synchronization mark which al-1792

lows the Crypto block boundaries to be isolated for 1793

AES decryption and authentication. If the message 1794

is authenticated, it is output to the C&DH subsys- 1795

tem. If not, the message is discarded. There is no 1796

bypass or clear channel. The Ka-Band wideband 1797

subsystem transmitter takes the science data stream 1798

outputs from the PIE. The transmitter RF outputs 1799

to a 150W Traveling Wave Tube Amplifier (TWTA), 1800

operating at 65 watts RF power, with a hybrid cou- 1801

pler to a DSN Filter. The output can be configured 1802

to either a pair of Earth Coverage Antennas or to a 1803

two axis steerable narrow beam antenna. 1804

Propulsion Subsystem The propulsion subsys- 1805

tem provides ∆V for propulsive maneuvers for colli- 1806

sion avoidance and controlled de-orbit. The subsys- 1807

tem consists of a propellant tank, with a diaphragm 1808

for propellant management and slosh control, service 1809

valves, filter(s), redundant latch valves, redundant 1810

pressure transducers and flow orifices. The system 1811

is configured with eight 22N thrusters and four 5N 1812

thrusters. It is a fully welded and radiographically 1813

inspected system. The 22N thrusters are sized for a 1814

final de-orbit maneuver assuming one failed thruster, 1815

with thrust levels large enough to avoid large gravity 1816

losses during the final burn. The four 5N thrusters 1817

are used to perform collision avoidance maneuvers. 1818

Thermal Control Subsystem (TCS) The 1819

TCS is a semi-passive design that satisfies all in- 1820

strument thermal requirements and maintains all 1821

spacecraft components within flight-allowable tem- 1822

perature limits. It utilizes constant conductance 1823

heat pipes, Multi-Layer Insulation (MLI) blan- 1824

kets, heaters (both software and thermostatically 1825

controlled), thermal isolators, and low absorptiv- 1826

ity/high emissivity radiators. The instrument op- 1827

tical bench is configured to minimize the spacecraft 1828

thermal back loading on the instrument. Low con- 1829

ductivity spacers, struts, and flexures are used to 1830

thermally isolate the instrument optical bench from 1831

the spacecraft. 1832
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Table 6: Observatory Mass and Power Summary

Subsystem CBE
(kg)

Percent
Mass Con-
tingency
(%)

CBE Plus
Contin-
gency (kg)

CBE
Power
(w OAP)

Power
Contin-
gency (%)

CBE Plus
Contin-
gency (w
OAP)

Structure & Mecha-
nisms

951 20% 1,142 0 0% 0

Power (incl. Harness) 576 10% 634 250 5% 262
Propulsion 63 5% 67 1 3% 1
Attitude Control 109 10% 120 129 20% 155
Command & Data
Handling

50 3% 52 140 10% 154

Communications 36 3% 37 280 10% 308
Thermal 118 20% 141 188 20% 225
Total Spacecraft (Dry) 1,903 15% 2,193 988 12% 1,105
Instrument Accommo-
dation

1,077 10% 1,183 1119 15% 1,287

Observatory (Dry) 2,980 13% 3,376 2,107 14% 2,392
Maximum Propellant 352 30% 458 – – –
Pressurant 4 20% 5 – – –
Total Observatory
(Wet)

3,336 15% 3,839 2,107 14% 2,392

Falcon 9 (Full Thrust, RTLS) Performance
to 600 km ˆ 6 degree inclination

8,500

Launch Mass Margin 4,661 kg
Launch Mass Margin 121%

Table 7: Spacecraft Characteristics Table

Spacecraft Component Value/Summary, Units

Structure
Structures material (aluminum,
exotic, composite, etc.)

Spacecraft primary structure consists of extruded and sheet aluminum and
aluminum honeycomb, Solar panels are constructed with carbon fiber face
sheets with aluminum honeycomb

Number of articulated struc-
tures

3 – two solar array wings each driven by a single axis gimbal and one
Ka-Band narrow beam antenna mounted to a two-axis gimbal

Number of deployed structures 3 – two solar array wings and one Ka-band narrow beam antenna
Thermal Control
Type of thermal control used Cold-biased semi-passive design utilizing constant conductance heat pipes,

Multi-Layer Insulation (MLI) blankets, heaters (both software and thermo-
statically controlled), thermal isolators, and low absorptivity/high emissiv-
ity radiators. As implemented on the Fermi spacecraft, the spacecraft to
instrument interface is thermally isolated. Heat transfer across the inter-
face is typically on the order of 5W.

Propulsion
Estimated delta-V budget, m/s ∆V = 232 m/sec (based on the Rocket Equation)

Isp = 200 sec
Initial maximum wet mass mo = 3,839 kg
Maximum propellant mass mp = 458 kg

Continued on next page
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Table 7: Spacecraft Characteristics Table

Spacecraft Component Value/Summary, Units

Propulsion type(s) and associ-
ated propellant(s)/oxidizer(s)

monopropellant blow-down hydrazine

Number of thrusters and tanks One diaphragm-type propellant tank, eight 22N (5 lbf) thrusters (MR-
106L) and four 5N (1 lbf) thrusters (MR-111G). Propellant tank maximum
propellant load is 458 kg

Specific impulse of each
propulsion mode, seconds

Nominal Isp for the MR-106L is 227.4 sec; & for the MR-111G is 217 sec.
We assumed 200 sec Isp for all propulsive maneuvers

Attitude Control
Control method 3-Axis Wheel-based zero momentum bias with magnetic momentum man-

agement
Control reference Inertial
Attitude control capability 21 arc-seconds – 3 sigma
Attitude knowledge limit 5 arc-seconds – 3 sigma
Agility requirements Spacecraft is capable of 0.16 degrees/sec maneuver rates (180 degrees in

4.75 minutes)
Articulation/#-axes 3 (2 solar arrays, 1 Ka-band gimballed antenna)
Sensor and actuator informa-
tion

Each Reaction Wheel has a maximum torque of 0.2 N-m @ 6000 RPM and
momentum storage capacity of 100 N-m-s @ 6000 RPM. Spacecraft has six
reaction wheels.
The gyro’s maximum rate for performance is 7 deg/sec with a degraded
performance capability up to 300 deg/sec prior to saturation.
GPS Receiver: Orbit position knowledge of 0.0025 km 3 sigma and Velocity
knowledge of 0.0061 m/sec
Each Torque Rod has a capability of 250 A-m2 linear magnetic moment
(spacecraft has three torque rods)

Command & Data Handling
Spacecraft housekeeping date
rate

Average of „3.0 kbps

Data storage capacity, Mbits 4,000,000 Mbits/4.0 Tbits at 5 year EOL
Maximum storage record rate The spacecraft is configured with two LVDS interfaces dedicated for science

data operating at 28 MHz with one clock and three data signals. Data rate
on each data signal is 7 bits x 28 MHz = 196 Mbps x 3 lines = 588 Mbps
for each LVDS interface.

Maximum storage playback rate The High Speed Science Downlink (Return) link through TDRSS operates
at 130.66 Mbps through a Ka-Band Transmitter and 70 watt RF TWTA
to a 38 cm diameter antenna. The effective Ka-Band Transmitter symbol
rate is 150 Msps

Power
Type of array structure (rigid,
flexible, body mounted, de-
ployed, articulated)

Two deployed, individually articulated solar array wings

Continued on next page
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Table 7: Spacecraft Characteristics Table

Spacecraft Component Value/Summary, Units

Array size, meters x meters Each Solar Array wing consists of three panels with a yoke panel consist-
ing of 2400 Sol Aero 65.2 cm2 ZTJ solar cells with 6 mil CMG AR/ITO
coverglass, BOL efficiency = 28.7%. The solar cells are arranged in 120
parallel strings with 20 cells in series (120P/20S). There are 35 strings on
each panel and 15 strings on the yoke. The total area of both solar array
wings is 31.3 m2.

Solar cell type (Si, GaAs, Multi-
junction GaAs, concentrators)

Sol Aero 65.2cm2 ZTJ with 6mil CMG AR/ITO cover glass, BOL efficiency
= 28.7%

Expected power generation at
Beginning of Life (BOL) and
End of Life (EOL), watts

11,590 W at 28˝C at BOL, 8,360 W at 5 years EOL
Our Solar Array is significantly oversized for this mission. We used the
existing Landsat 9 Solar Array design (Landsat 9 is a single wing design).
We added a second wing, (single axis gimbal and damper) to assure a large
power margin. In future development studies of AMEGO we would most
likely continue with a two wing design and re-size each Solar Array wing
to provide a minimum 30% power margin.

On-orbit average power
consumption

Spacecraft: 1,105 W OAP (with 12% contingency included)
Instrument: 1,287 W OAP (with 15% contingency included)
Observatory (Spacecraft plus Instrument): 2,392 W OAP (with 14% con-
tingency included)

Battery type (NiCd, NiH, Li-
ion)

GS Yuasa LSE134 large cell Li-ion

Battery storage capacity, amp-
hours

268 A-hr. The spacecraft is configured with two 134 A-hr batteries in
parallel.
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III.3.2 Spacecraft Technical Maturity1833

Provide a brief description and an overall assess-1834

ment of the technical maturity of the spacecraft sub-1835

systems and critical components. Provide TRL levels1836

of key units, and in particular, identify any required1837

new technologies or developments or open implemen-1838

tation issues.1839

No new technologies are needed for the AMEGO1840

spacecraft. A brief description of each subsystem1841

can be found in Section III.3.1. Table 8 describes1842

the TRL level and heritage of each subsystem. A de-1843

tailed list of spacecraft components can be provided1844

upon request.1845

III.3.3 Lowest TRL Components1846

Identify and describe the three lowest TRL units;1847

state the TRL level and explain how and when these1848

units will reach TRL 6. Summarize the TRL of all1849

units less than TRL 4.1850

See Table 8 for a description of the TRL of each1851

subsystem. There are no units with TRL less than1852

6.1853

III.3.4 Spacecraft Risks1854

What are the three greatest risks with the spacecraft?1855

Since there are no new developments anticipated1856

for the spacecraft configuration, the risks are con-1857

fined to preventing errors in manufacturing, errors in1858

assembly, integration and test and underestimation1859

of the resources required to perform the Statement1860

of Work (SOW).1861

The greatest risk is underestimating the overall1862

engineering complexity of the observatory, which1863

may have the effect of translating into schedule de-1864

lays due to the underestimation of the required re-1865

sources required to perform the work to the agreed1866

to schedule. This can be mitigated by effective use1867

of cost modelling tools in setting aside the necessary1868

funds and developing a realistic schedule to develop1869

the mission in Phase A.1870

The second greatest risk is preventing errors in1871

component manufacturing, which can lead to space-1872

craft and observatory schedule erosion. This can be1873

mitigated by selecting component vendors with se-1874

lection emphasis on past performance (the best track1875

record of delivering components on time) rather than1876

a focus on awarding to the lowest cost bidder.1877

The third greatest risk is preventing errors in as- 1878

sembly, integration and test. Errors that occur can 1879

be mitigated by providing generous funded schedule 1880

reserves for the spacecraft integration and test phase 1881

and for the observatory integration and test phase. 1882

In addition, flight spares or flight repair parts should 1883

be procured for each component that has the ability 1884

to delay the spacecraft or observatory schedule by 1885

more than 90 days if a failure occurs. 1886

III.3.5 Spacecraft Technology Development 1887

If you have required new spacecraft technologies, de- 1888

velopments, or if there are open issues, describe the 1889

plans to address them (to answer you may point 1890

to technology implementation plan reports or con- 1891

cept study reports, but please enumerate the relevant 1892

pages.) 1893

There are no required new spacecraft technologies 1894

or open issues. 1895

III.3.6 Subsystem Requirements 1896

Describe subsystem characteristics and requirements 1897

to the extent possible. Describe in more detail those 1898

subsystems that are less mature or have driving re- 1899

quirements for mission success. Such characteristics 1900

include: mass, volume, and power; pointing knowl- 1901

edge and accuracy; data rates; and a summary of 1902

margins. Comment on how these mass and power 1903

numbers relate to existing technology and what light 1904

weighting or power reduction is required to achieve 1905

your goals. 1906

The observatory mass and power requirements are 1907

listed in Table 6. The requirements are easily ac- 1908

commodated by standard components that already 1909

exist and no light weighting or power reduction is 1910

required. 1911

III.3.7 Spacecraft Heritage 1912

Describe the flight heritage of the spacecraft and its 1913

subsystems. Indicate items that are to be developed, 1914

as well as any existing hardware or design/flight her- 1915

itage. Discuss the steps needed for space qualifica- 1916

tion. 1917

The LEOStar-3 product line has extensive her- 1918

itage, most notably including Fermi, which is 1919

the same mission class, a very similar operations 1920

concept, and similar payload resource needs to 1921
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Table 8: Spacecraft Subsystems TRL and Heritage

Subsystem TRL Heritage

Structure 6 The overall structure is based on the Fermi-LAT spacecraft but since some
components need to be reconfigured to meet AMEGO instrument and mission
requirement we conservatively assume TRL 6.

RF Comm 6 Ka antenna being used for the European MetOP SG mission (ą12 antennas)
Identical Ka TWTAs will be flown on JPSS-2. These units are in the same
family of TWTA units produced for Kepler, LRO and NASA Connect.
An identical Ka Modulator will be flown on JPSS-2. This unit is highly similar
to the T-737 design with digital filtering and modulation at a 1.5 GHz IF vs.
the T-737 which implemented direct X-Band analog modulation. The T-737
was specifically built for the JPSS-1 (2017) mission.
Identical gimbal will be flown on JPSS-2 (2020). Similar (Type 5) Gimbals
were flown on XTE as a 2 axis antenna pointing mechanism. The Gimbal
Drive Electronics were flown on the Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter (LRO).
Modifications will be made to the unit’s waveguides which brings the unit’s
TRL to 7
S-band transceiver being used on Cygnus vehicles CRS-1&2 and LandSAT-9
We conservatively estimate TRL 6 due to the need for a custom harness.

Thermal 9 Standard temperature sensors, heaters, and MLI.

Power 7 PDU has heritage from Swift, Fermi, Landsat 8 and ICESat-2. The thermal
interface boards are a new development for Landsat 9 and are currently TRL
8 (passed environmental test at the PDU component level).
The Moog Type 5 Solar Array Drive has been flown on Fermi, Swift and
Landsat 8.
The battery has heritage on ICESat-2, Landsat 9 and JPSS-2.
The solar array is similar to Landsat 8 with configuration alterations necessary
to meet AMEGO requirements.

ADCS 8 All components have flight heritage on Northrop Grumman satellites
Over 700 similar reaction wheels units have flown, including on Landsat 8.
The IMU has flown on numerous GEOStar-2* spacecraft and on OCO-2.
Sun Sensors flew on SORCE, GALEX, AIM, Dawn, NuSTAR and OCO-2.
Zarm Technik has flown numerous magnetometers, including on ICESat-2 and
Landsat 9.
GPS receiver identical to Landsat 9 and JPSS-2 (qualified in 2017).

C&DH 7 LEOStar-3 IEMs flown on Swift, Fermi, Landsat 8, ICESat-2 (2017) and JPSS-
2 (2020). Most cards are TRL 9 with the exception of the Spacewire and
Memory cards. Similar Spacewire and Memory cards are being developed on
JPSS-2 (2020. The solid state recorder proposed for AMEGO is based on the
Landsat 9 design with minor design changes.

Propulsion 7 Propellant tank, 22N thruster, 5N thruster, latch valves, pressure transducers
are identical to ICESat-2, Landsat 8 and Landsat 9. All propulsion tubing
and harness designs are custom.
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AMEGO. The AMEGO spacecraft is a fully redun-1922

dant LEOStar-3, which will make extensive use of1923

existing mechanical and thermal designs from the1924

Fermi spacecraft. There are no items that are to be1925

developed or need space qualification.1926

III.3.8 Instrument/Spacecraft Accommoda-1927

tion1928

Address to the extent possible the accommodation of1929

the science instruments by the spacecraft. In par-1930

ticular, identify any challenging or non-standard re-1931

quirements (i.e. Jitter/momentum considerations,1932

thermal environment/temperature limits etc.).1933

The instrument is mounted externally to the1934

spacecraft via a set of titanium flexures. There are1935

no challenging requirements on the spacecraft.1936

III.3.9 Spacecraft Schedule1937

Provide a schedule for the spacecraft, indicate the1938

organization responsible and describe briefly past ex-1939

perience with similar spacecraft buses.1940

In the baseline mission described here, the space-1941

craft is provided by Northrop Grumman. The1942

AMEGO mission schedule provides 52 months from1943

the start of spacecraft assembly to mission launch.1944

See Section VI.3 for more details.1945

III.3.10 Spacecraft Non-US Participation1946

Describe any instrumentation or spacecraft hardware1947

that requires non-US participation for mission suc-1948

cess.1949

No non-US participation is required.1950

III.3.11 Spacecraft Special Requirements1951

Provide any special requirements such as contamina-1952

tion control or electromagnetic controls (EMC).1953

There are no spacecraft special requirements.1954
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IV Enabling Technology1955

Please provide information describing new Enabling1956

Technologies that must be developed for activity suc-1957

cess.1958

There are no new enabling technologies that need1959

to be developed for AMEGO.1960

IV.1 Technology Maturation Plan1961

For any technologies that have not been demonstrated1962

by sub-scale or full-scale models, please provide a de-1963

scription of the technical maturity, including the de-1964

scription of analysis or hardware development activ-1965

ities to date, and the associated technology matura-1966

tion plan.1967

N/A1968

IV.2 Technologies Critical to Mission1969

Success1970

Describe the aspect of the enabling technology that is1971

critical to the mission’s success, and the sensitivity of1972

mission performance if the technology is not realized1973

or is only partially realized.1974

N/A1975

IV.3 Cost and Schedule Assumptions1976

Provide specific cost and schedule assumptions by1977

year for all developmental activities, and the specific1978

efforts that allow the technology to be ready when1979

required, as well as an outline of readiness tests to1980

confirm technical readiness level.1981

N/A1982

IV.4 Non-US Technology1983

Please indicate any non-US technology that is re-1984

quired for mission success and what back up plans1985

would be required if only US participation occurred.1986

N/A1987
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V Mission Operations Develop-1988

ment1989

Please answer the following, or point to pages in ex-1990

isting public documentation where the information is1991

provided:1992

V.1 Operational Complexity1993

Provide a brief description of mission operations,1994

aimed at communicating the overall complexity of the1995

ground operations (frequency of contacts, reorienta-1996

tions, complexity of mission planning, etc.). Analo-1997

gies with currently operating or recent missions are1998

helpful. If the NASA DSN network will be used, pro-1999

vide time required per week as well as the number of2000

weeks (timeline) required for the mission.2001

The AMEGO ground system uses existing facili-2002

ties and systems to provide reliable low cost and low2003

risk operations (Figure 25, Table 9). The Space2004

Network (SN) provides the primary space to ground2005

link. Near Earth Network (NEN) ground stations in2006

Singapore, Hawaii, and Malindi provide backup to2007

the SN for housekeeping telemetry and commanding.2008

For normal operations, AMEGO has a 5 min TDRSS2009

contact every orbit to provide for low latency. With2010

the Ka-band downlink capability of 150 Mb/sec, this2011

provides 45% margin allowing for occasional missed2012

contacts andor temporary increases in data volume2013

from solar flares etc. The spacecraft has storage for2014

over 24 hours of data, so if there are problems with2015

the contacts or in scheduling contacts, data are not2016

lost as long as the problems are resolved within a2017

day.2018

The Virtual Multi-Mission Operation Center2019

(VMMOC) provides the operation of the observa-2020

tory. The VMMOC provides existing capabilities2021

and infrastructure, including a secure and reliable2022

facility, and an existing team of operations staff and2023

supporting services such as IT security and systems2024

administration. It is currently supporting Fermi (a2025

probe-scale mission with very similar operations con-2026

cept), as well as ACE and WIND. The VMMOC2027

provides: telemetry and command processing using2028

the Integration and Test Operations System (ITOS),2029

which has been used to support in-house spacecraft2030

for over 25 years; mission planning, including ground2031

station scheduling and command load generation for2032

the spacecraft and instruments; trend analysis to2033

monitor flight system performance; orbit determina-2034

MOC 
(GSFC)

HEASARC

GCN

SOC 
(GSFC)

White Sands

GPS

TDRS

AMEGO

Figure 25: AMEGO communication, data, and com-
manding paths through space network and ground sys-
tems.

tion using the General Mission Analysis Tool; post- 2035

launch attitude sensor calibration; and automated 2036

monitoring when VMMOC is unstaffed. 2037

The Flight Operations Team (FOT) at the VM- 2038

MOC is responsible for the operation, health, and 2039

safety of the observatory. The observatory is com- 2040

manded via weekly command loads. The Science 2041

Operations Center (SOC) provides weekly com- 2042

manding inputs to the FOT, which generates and 2043

checks the command sequence prior to uplinking to 2044

the spacecraft. Based on the planned orientations, 2045

the FOT models the expected visibility of communi- 2046

cation satellites and schedules the TDRSS contacts 2047

used for commanding and science data/telemetry 2048

downlinks. While the VMMOC is staffed only dur- 2049

ing business hours for normal operations, one mem- 2050

ber of the FOT is always on call to respond rapidly 2051

to unexpected circumstances. Ground system au- 2052

tomation checks telemetry from every downlink and 2053

alerts on-call personnel if the monitored values ex- 2054

ceed defined limits, if telemetry is interrupted, if an 2055

unplanned spacecraft event occurs, or if other situa- 2056

tions arise requiring attention. 2057

The SOC is also located at GSFC. It receives the 2058

level zero processed data from the VMMOC and 2059

processes them autonomously into higher level data 2060

products, including transient alerts. The SOC soft- 2061

ware is based on existing software and will include 2062

some new algorithms for processing the Compton 2063

scattering measurements. 2064
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Table 9: Mission Operations and Ground Data Systems Table

Downlink Information Values

Number of contacts per day 15 Ka band contacts
Downlink Frequency Band S-band: 2.2475 GHz, Ka-band 26.7034 GHz
Telemetry Data Rate(s) S-band: 13, 948 bps (data) 32,000 bps (fully encoded sym-

bol rate) Ka-Band: 130,664,063 bps (data) 150,000,000 Bps
(fully encoded symbol rate)

Spacecraft Transmitting An-
tenna Type(s) and Gain(s)

The spacecraft is configured with an S-band command and
telemetry link using two hemispherical coverage antennas
that are linked to a 10 watt RF power S-Band Transceiver
through a 3dB coupler. The hemispherical coverage antenna
has a transmit gain of 2.7 dBi
The science downlink is configured with a Ka-Band trans-
mitter coupled to a 70 watt (RF) Travelling Wave Tube Am-
plifier (TWTA) into Cassegrain High Gain Antenna (HGA)
measuring 39.5 cm diameter with a transmit gain of 37
dBi. The spacecraft has a two-axis gimbal which auto-tracks
TDRSS

Spacecraft Transmitter peak
power

Spacecraft S-Band Transmitter 10 watts RF output (built-in
Solid State Power Amplifier).
Spacecraft Ka-Band Transmitter output is selectable from
-10 to +10 dBm in 0.5 & 1 dB steps.

Downlink Receiving Antenna
gain

TDRSS

Transmitting Power Amplifier
Output

Ka-Band Travelling Wave Tube Amplifier (TWTA) 70 W
RF power

Uplink Information

Number of Uplinks per day 1
Uplink Frequency S-Band: 2.06727 GHz
Telecommand Data Rate S-band: 16,000 sps
S/C receiving antenna type(s)
and gain(s)

The S-Band hemispherical coverage antenna has a receive
gain 3.5 dBi for ą90˝ coverage
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V.2 Unusual Ground System Constraints2065

Identify any unusual constraints or special commu-2066

nications, tracking, or near real-time ground support2067

requirements.2068

There are no unusual constraints or other needs.2069

V.3 Challenging Operational Constraints2070

Identify any unusual or especially challenging oper-2071

ational constraints (i.e. viewing or pointing require-2072

ments).2073

There are no unusual or especially challenging op-2074

erational requirements.2075

V.4 Science Data Products2076

Describe science and data products in sufficient de-2077

tail that Phase E costs can be understood compared2078

to the level of effort described in this section.2079

V.5 Science and Operations Center2080

Describe the science and operations center for the2081

activity. Will an existing center be expected to oper-2082

ate this activity? How many distinct investigations2083

will use the facility? Will there be a guest observer2084

program? Will investigators be funded directly by the2085

activity?2086

The Science Operations Center (SOC) will be lo-2087

cated at Goddard Space Flight Center. The role2088

of the SOC will be to provide the scientific com-2089

munity with data, science analysis tools, and doc-2090

umentation as well as manage a Guest Investigator2091

(GI) program, where investigators will be funded di-2092

rectly. Members of the SOC will create an observing2093

timeline based on the default observing mode and2094

any successful GI observing proposals. The data2095

telemetered down from the instrument enters the2096

ground system through the Virtual Multi-Mission2097

Operation Center (VMMOC), staffed by the Flight2098

Operations Team (FOT) which will also be housed2099

at GSFC, as it is for the Fermi Observatory. The2100

SOC receives telemetry from the VMMOC, moni-2101

tors the instrument subsystems through the house-2102

keeping portion of the telemetry, process the science2103

data, and transmits the resulting science data prod-2104

ucts to the instrument teams and the public. The2105

science data processing is well understood and will2106

have similar scope and complexity to data process-2107

ing from the Fermi-LAT, starting with event recon-2108

struction from the ‘hits’ in different parts of the in- 2109

strument and ending with a characterization of these 2110

events. This will be hosted at GSFC and aided by 2111

the expertise at Space Sciences Laboratory (SSL) 2112

at Berkeley. Data processing levels are described 2113

in Section III.1.8. NASA/GSFC has experience 2114

with hosting large data-sets such as those hosted 2115

by HEASARC and the NASA Earth data archive. 2116

GSFC has been the data archive and science support 2117

center for all NASA large-scale gamma-ray missions. 2118

V.6 Data Archive 2119

Will the activity need and support a data archive? 2120

The data archive model will be similar to 2121

Fermi and will be co-hosted at HEASARC at 2122

NASA/GSFC. 2123
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VI Programmatics and Schedule2124

Please answer the following, or point to pages in ex-2125

isting public documentation where the information is2126

provided:2127

VI.1 Organizational Chart2128

Provide an organizational chart showing how key2129

members and organizations will work together to im-2130

plement the program.2131

Figure 26 lists the AMEGO organizational chart2132

describing the structure and flow of institutional re-2133

sponsibilities.2134

VI.2 Risk Chart2135

Provide a table and a 5x5 risk chart of the top 3 risks2136

to the program. Briefly describe how each of these2137

risks will be mitigated and the impact if they are not.2138

(Mass, power, schedule, cost, science, etc.).2139

Figure 27 illustrates the top 3 risks to the2140

program, which are described in detail in Sec-2141

tion III.1.3.2142

VI.3 Phase Schedule 2143

Provide an overall (Phase A through Phase F) 2144

schedule highlighting key design reviews, the critical 2145

path and the development time for delivery required 2146

for each instrument, the spacecraft, development of 2147

ground and mission/science operations etc. Include 2148

critical on-orbit events such as maneuvers, instru- 2149

ment deployments, etc. 2150

The top-level overall schedule (Figure 29) is de- 2151

veloped to mitigate risk and includes appropriate re- 2152

serve for a probe class mission. During Phase A we 2153

will build a tracker Segment Structure Mass Model 2154

(SSMM) and a tracker Segment Engineering Model 2155

(SEM). The SSMM consists of two tracker segments 2156

(the carbon rib structure and 16 dummy detectors 2157

that simulate the Si DSSDs). This will be used to 2158

mitigate the risk due to the mechanical structure 2159

(Section III.1.3, Risk 4). The schedule includes 2160

enough time to design and test the structure. Con- 2161

currently, we will build a SEM (two segments) which 2162

will be used to verify our tracker assembly method 2163

(including the wire bonding) and thoroughly test the 2164

tracker segment to verify that it meets requirements 2165

(scientific, technical, and thermal). This also veri- 2166

fies that the DSSD vendor can deliver to specifica- 2167

Project 
Management 

(GSFC)

PI 
(GSFC)

Instrument 
(GSFC)

Tracker 
(Argonne NL/

GSFC)

CSI 
Calorimeter 

(NRL)

CZT Calorimeter 
(Brookhaven 
NL/GSFC)

ACD 
(GSFC)

Safety and Mission 
Assurance 

(GSFC)

Project Systems 
Engineer 
(GSFC)

Spacecraft 
(Northrop 
Grumman)

Science Team 

Ground 
System 
(GSFC)

SOC  
(GSFC)

MOC  
(GSFC)

Data Acquisition/
Flight Software 

(LANL)

Simulations/
Pipeline 

Algorithms 
(Berkeley)

Figure 26: AMEGO Organizational Chart
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CONSEQUENCES

1

2

3

4

5

1 2 3 4 5

HighMedLow
Rank Risk Title

1 Instrument Assembly 
and Test

2 Single Source DSS 
Detector Procurement

3 CZT TRL6 Raising by 
PDR

L
I
K
E
L
I
H
O
O
D

1

23

Figure 27: Top 3 risks to the AMEGO program.

tions and on time. During this time we will also2168

build a CZT low energy calorimeter Array Structure2169

Mass Model (ASMM) and Array Engineering Model2170

(AEM). The ASMM will be a single array of CZT2171

modules (50 modules of 4 x 4 dummy detectors) to2172

verify the mechanical design and mitigate Risk 3.2173

The AEM will be four 4x4 CZT modules to verify2174

the electrical design and show that it meets require-2175

ments. This will also allow us to verify that the2176

CZT vendor can deliver to specifications and sched-2177

ule. All of these activities will end prior to the Sci-2178

ence Requirements Review (SRR) which occurs sev-2179

eral months prior to the end of Phase A. Figure 282180

provides an overview of the various test units that2181

will be developed and tested.2182

Phase B begins after Key Decision Point (KDP)2183

B (6 months after the end of Phase A). The final de-2184

signs of the tracker and the two calorimeters occur2185

during this phase and we build a full Tower Struc-2186

ture Mass Model (TSMM). The other three towers2187

will be simulated via simple mass models that do not2188

include internal structures to simulate the presence2189

of the other towers. The TSMM will incorporate a2190

full tower of 60 segments (the top two layers will have2191

dummy detectors that simulate the DSSDs) and four2192

full Low-Energy Calorimeter arrays (populated with2193

dummy detectors). A High-Energy CsI Calorimeter2194

mass model is also constructed during this time. The2195

first 3 months of the year-long phase B will be de- 2196

voted to design work, and the next 8 months will be 2197

building and testing the mass models. The TSMM 2198

will be built in four parallel lines so that it can be 2199

fully completed and tested prior to PDR and the end 2200

of Phase B (so as to raise the TRL of all subsystems 2201

to 6 prior to PDR). The building and assembly of 2202

the TSMM will not only verify the structure of the 2203

tracker and calorimeters but also validate our assem- 2204

bly line. To complete these tasks within Phase B, 2205

some long-lead procurements and design work will 2206

begin prior to KDP B, but no funds will be commit- 2207

ted (see Figure 30 for an example). 2208

Phase C begins after KDP C and a few weeks af- 2209

ter PDR. We will start the procurement process of 2210

the ASICs (for both the tracker and the Low-Energy 2211

calorimeter), the DSSDs, and the CZT during Phase 2212

B so that the first deliveries of the ASICs, CZT, and 2213

DSSDs occur soon after the beginning of Phase C. 2214

There is approximately 9 months between the last 2215

deliveries for the SEM and AEM and the start of 2216

the procurement process; giving time to work with 2217

the vendor if issues are seen with the SEM and/or 2218

AEM detectors or ASICs. There is also 9 months 2219

between the awarding of the contract and the first 2220

deliveries of the ASICs, DSSDs, and CZT. The ven- 2221

dors have confirmed that they can deliver the first 2222

batches of ASICs and detectors in this time frame. 2223
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Ph
as

e 
A

Ph
as

e 
B

Ph
as

e 
C

Si Segment Structure Mass Model
Two Si Tracker Segments with Dummy Detectors

Electrical, Thermal Cycle, Vibration Testing

Verifies Structure and Mitigates Risk 4

Si Segment Engineering Model
Two Si Tracker Segments with DSSDs

Electrical, Thermal Cycle, Characterization

Verifies Assembly and Requirements

CZT Array Structure Mass Model
CZT Array with Dummy Detectors

Electrical, Thermal Cycle, Vibration Testing

Verifies Structure and Mitigates Risk 3

CZT Array Engineering Model
Four CZT Modules with CZT Bars

Electrical, Thermal Cycle, Characterization
Verifies Assembly and Requirements

Tower Structure Mass Model
Full tower with full tracker structure and 

electronics (two segments populated with 
dummy detectors), mass model of CsI HE 

Calorimeter, two CZT LE calorimeter arrays 
populated with dummy detectors (one side, one 

bottom) and two mass model CZT arrays.  

Electrical, Thermal Cycle, Vibration Testing

Verifies Structure, Assembly, Electronics Design, 
Thermal and Mitigates Risks 1, 3 and 4

Tower Engineering  Test Unit
Full tower that can be used as a flight spare.  

Electrical, Thermal Cycle, Vibration Testing

Final design and assembly verification.

Figure 28: Test units are designed, integrated and
tested during different phases to verify the design, as-
sembly, and requirements as well as to reduce risk. The
work in Phase A and B raises the TRL of any low-TRL
subsystems to TRL 6. In each panel, the description of
the test unit is shown in the first block (orange), the tests
are shown in the second (green) and the result is shown
in the last block (yellow).

ASICs and detectors are delivered in batches. The 2224

CZT will be delivered monthly over the course of 2225

2.4 years and the DSSDs over the course of two 2226

years. To reduce risk, a single tower Engineering 2227

Test Unit (ETU) of the Tracker, single tower ETU 2228

CsI calorimeter, and four ETU CZT arrays (enough 2229

for a single tower) will be built immediately after 2230

PDR in Phase C. This ETU will be used to verify 2231

the final design and verify the requirements. Dur- 2232

ing the ETU build, each segment of the tracker and 2233

each CZT array will undergo a thermal cycle and a 2234

limited performance test to draw down risk (since it 2235

will be difficult to remove segments post-integration, 2236

it is critical to confirm that each segment is func- 2237

tional prior to insertion in a tower). The CZT, CsI 2238

and Tracker will be integrated into a full ETU tower 2239

(along with mass simulators of the other towers) and 2240

undergo full electrical, functional, and environmen- 2241

tal tests. The ETUs can be used as flight spares 2242

of the flight towers. The successful completion of 2243

these tests will lead to CDR. Note that the tracker 2244

segments and CZT modules are built serially. We 2245

have the capacity for multiple assembly lines in case 2246

of schedule overruns, so the current schedule can be 2247

considered a conservative effort. As detectors arrive 2248

(CZT and Si) they are assembled into segments or 2249

modules. These segments are delivered to the tower 2250

assembly (for the tracker) or the CZT array assembly 2251

(for the Low-Energy Calorimeter) and these assem- 2252

blies and testing happen in parallel to the individual 2253

segment and module assembly. 2254

Post CDR, the assembly of the flight segments and 2255

modules commences. The segments are built and 2256

tested in batches of 5. The final segment delivery 2257

occurs in April 2026 (with the tower assembly occur- 2258

ring shortly thereafter) and the final array delivery is 2259

in early April 2026. Following this there is 45 (work- 2260

ing days) funded schedule reserve for both the CZT 2261

and the Tracker. The CZT arrays are delivered first 2262

to integrate with the CsI calorimeter (delivered from 2263

NRL in late April 2026). Note that we can deliver 2264

the first 8 CZT arrays earlier for early integration 2265

with the CsI calorimeter if needed. The final 8 ar- 2266

rays are not needed until final integration. This full 2267

assembly is then integrated and tested until Decem- 2268

ber 31, 2026. We have included 4 calendar months 2269

of funded schedule reserve post instrument I & T. 2270

A systems integration review is scheduled prior to 2271

shipment to the vendor for observatory I & T. 2272
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A detailed schedule for the High-Energy Calorime-2273

ter is not included; it is a simplified version of the2274

Fermi-LAT calorimeter, and the development, inte-2275

gration and test schedule is not aggressive compared2276

to the LAT schedule. Phase C also includes devel-2277

opment of the MEM, ACD, and MMS.2278

The spacecraft development takes 52 calendar2279

months based on the the LEOStar-3 development2280

cycle (including all spacecraft and observatory inte-2281

gration and test). This development will begin im-2282

mediately post CDR. The observatory will be inte-2283

grated after KDP D, which starts Phase D. Obser-2284

vatory integration will take 6 months, be capped off2285

with a pre-environmental review and followed by en-2286

vironmental testing. Four months of funded schedule2287

reserve follows observatory I & T.2288

Ground systems development begins post-CDR,2289

and the development of the mission operations sys-2290

tem starts alongside instrument I & T and continues2291

though the end of Phase E. Phase E is baselined as2292

5 years and ends at KDP F. 3 months of closeout2293

(Phase F) is included.2294

The critical path is though the delivery of the2295

DSSDs and assembly and test of the tracker (shown2296

as a red line in Figure 29 and in more detail in2297

Figure 30). We have included sufficient funded2298

schedule reserve (2.25 months in tracker assembly2299

and 4.25 months post instrument I & T resulting in2300

1.5 months of reserve per year) to mitigate against2301

delays along the critical path. The DSSDs final de-2302

livery is approximately a year prior to the assembly2303

of the final segment so some delivery delays can be2304

accommodated into the schedule. If delays are en-2305

countered during segment assembly, we can imple-2306

ment an additional assembly line (Argonne has the2307

capacity for up to two parallel lines).2308

VI.4 Non-US Contributions2309

Provide a description of any foreign contributions2310

and their extent.2311

N/A2312
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NASA PHASES
NASA Milestones
Mission Milestones
Project Management
Mission Systems Engineering
Safety & Mission Assurance
Science
Instrument

Tracker
Segment Structure Mass Model
Segment Engineering Model
Tracker Tower Structure Mass Model
ETU & Flight Tracker

Detector Deliveries
ETU Tower

ETU Segment Assembly
ETU Tower Assy

Flight Tower
Flight Segment Assembly
Flight Tower Assembly

Tracker Funded Schedule Reserve
Low Energy CZT Calorimeter 

Array Structure Mass Model
Module Engineering Model
LE Cal Tower Structure Mass Model
ETU & Flight Arrays

Detector Deliveries
ETU Arrays
Flight Arrays

LE Calorimeter Funded Schedule Res.
ETU Envir. Test
Main Electronics Box
Anti-Coincidence Detector
Micrometeroid Shield
Thermal
Mechanical
Flight Software
High Energy CsI Calorimeter
Instrument Integration and Test
Instrument I&T Funded Schedule Res.

Spacecraft
Mission Operations Systems
Ground Systems Development
Systems Integration and Test (I&T)

Observatory I&T
Observatory Environmental Test

Launch Site Operation

2025Activity 2021 2022 2023 2024 2026 2027 2028 2029 - 2033

Phase A Phase B Phase C Phase D Phase E F

KDP A 
1/1

KDP B 
4/29

KDP C 
4/20

KDP D 
5/11

KDP E 
9/8

KDP F 
10/1

SRR 
8/18

PDR 
4/6

CDR 
5/20

SIR 
4/27

9/8
9/8
9/8 10/1

5/11

7/9
6/18

7/29
3/23

7/9
4/8

3/7
3/25

4/22

4/23 10/14 (spares)
5/5

7/9

7/13
8/12

12/22

9/11
3/1

4/5 10/7 (spares)
6/9

11/3

4/5
4/5

4/5
4/5
4/5
4/28

2/23
HE Cal Mass Model Delivery

HE Cal ETU Delivery
1/11

4/27
12/31

6/9

4/27 10/1

9/8

9/8

PER 
10/14

PSR 
8/1

Figure 29: The top level schedule is designed to mitigate risk and incorporates sufficient reserve. The major mission milestones are scheduled at specific
points in time to verify progress: the Science Requirements Review occurs at the end of the testing of the mass models and engineering models of the tracker
and Low-Energy Calorimeter; PDR occurs after the environmental testing of the full tower mass model; and CDR occurs after the assembly and test of the
full tower ETU. The deliveries of the DSSDs and CZT bars occur in batches over several years. The critical path is through the tracker assembly and is
indicated by the red arrows. Sufficient funded schedule slack is included and is appropriate for a probe scale mission.
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NASA PHASES
Mission Milestones
Segment Structure Mass Model
Segment Engineering Model
Tracker Tower Structure Mass Model

Dummy Detectors
Materials
ASICs
Electronics
Structure
Segment Assembly

Segment Assembly 1-10
Segment Assembly 11-20
Segment Assembly 21-30
Segment Assembly 31-40
Segment Assembly 41-50
Segment Assembly 51-60

Tower Assy & Environ. Test
ETU & Flight

Long Lead Procurement (DSSDs & ASICs)
Detector Deliveries
Materials
ASICs
Electronics
Structure
ETU Segment Assembly
ETU Tower Assy & Env. Test
Flight Segment Assembly 1 - 60
Flight Segment Assembly 61 - 120
Flight Segment Assembly 121 - 180
Flight Segment Assembly 181 - 240
Flight Segment Spares
Flight Tower Assembly 1
Flight Tower Assembly 2
Flight Tower Assembly 3
Flight Tower Assembly 4
Tracker Funded Schedule Reserve

Instrument Integration and Test
Instrument I&T Funded Schedule Res.

2026 2027Si Tracker Activity 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025

Phase A Phase B Phase C

SRR 
8/18

PDR 
4/6

CDR 
5/20

SIR 
4/27

6/18
7/29

3/23

4/8

3/7
4/22

10/14 (spares)

HE Cal Mass Model Delivery

81 
12/316/9

4/27

6/1
5/31

6/9
6/22

8/2

2/15

2/15
2/15

2/15
2/15

2/15
3/23

8/3

7/10

4/28
9/7
9/7

11/14
5/8

10/29
4/23

11/26
5/20

11/10
5/5

45 days

Figure 30: The critical path is through the tracker DSSD deliveries, segment assembly, and tracker tower assembly. The risk of the critical path delaying
the overall schedule is mitigated by the inclusion of funded schedule reserve, building enough spare segments to build another tower, and starting the
procurement process for long-lead items prior to the start of Phase B. Additionally, the ETU that is built early in Phase C prior to CDR can be used as a
flight tower. Shown here is the detailed tracker schedule that highlights the critical path as red arrows.
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VII Cost2313

Please answer the following, or point to pages in ex-2314

isting public documentation where the information is2315

provided:2316

VII.1 FTE Estimates and Cost by2317

Year/Phase2318

Provide FTE estimates and cost by year/Phase for2319

all expected science personnel.2320

Table 10 provides estimated costs per mission el-2321

ement.2322

VII.2 Foreign Partners2323

If a foreign agency is assumed to be a partner or a2324

major contributor, provide an estimate by year and2325

Phase for the cost breakdown between NASA and any2326

foreign contributions. This should be separate, but2327

consistent with Total Mission Cost Funding Table.2328

VII.3 Phase A2329

Provide a description and cost of what will be per-2330

formed during Phase A by year. Also include total2331

length of Phase A in months and total Phase A es-2332

timated costs.2333

Figure 28 details the test units that will be built2334

and tested during Phase A (we build and test the2335

SSMM, SEM, ASMM, and AEM). We chose to per-2336

form these specific tasks to reduce the likelihood of2337

two of the top 3 risks to the mission (1 and 3, Figure2338

27 and Section III.1.3). Risk 2 is also somewhat2339

mitigated by the development of the SEM (it verifies2340

the production line at the vendor and performance2341

of the DSSDs). The science requirements will be de-2342

veloped and refined and the results of the testing of2343

the mass and engineering models will feedback into2344

this process. The SRR occurs several months prior2345

to the end of Phase A. Post-SRR Phase A activi-2346

ties include refining the system architecture, devel-2347

oping the procurement strategy for the DSSDs and2348

CZT bars, and drafting the requirements verifica-2349

tion plan. A detailed schedule, WBS structure, and2350

costing will be performed. Although not specifically2351

occurring during Phase A, some activities are be-2352

gun between Phase A and B to mitigate delivery de-2353

lays. These include beginning the procurement pro-2354

cess for long lead items such as the composite mate-2355

rials, DSSDs, ASICs, and CZT. We have structured2356

Phase A and chosen activities that provide the most 2357

impact to reducing risk and schedule delays while 2358

judiciously using the funds available to the project 2359

during this time. Phase A lasts 10.4 calendar months 2360

and the activities planned are scaled up versions of 2361

those planned for the ComPair MidEx proposal and 2362

thus the cost of Phase A is appropriate for a Probe 2363

Class mission like AMEGO. 2364

VII.4 Mission Cost Funding Profile 2365

Please fill out the Mission Cost Funding Profile table 2366

assuming that the mission is totally funded by NASA 2367

and all significant work is performed in the US. 2368

An engineering design study for a similar mis- 2369

sion concept was performed by a Goddard team 2370

in 2016. This mission had the same physical foot- 2371

print, but fewer Silicon and CsI layers than AMEGO 2372

and did not have a CZT calorimeter. Cost esti- 2373

mates for this mission study were established with 2374

the CEMA/price-H and RAO teams at Goddard. 2375

The cost of AMEGO was established by scaling 2376

the price-H costs of the tracker and CsI calorimeter 2377

from the 2016 study and adding a bottoms up cost 2378

estimate for the CZT calorimeter based on vendor 2379

quotes, detailed schedule and realistic labor needs. 2380

Note that both AMEGO and the prior mission as- 2381

sume redundancy through graceful degradation so 2382

the instrument costing for the prior MidEx mission 2383

is appropriate for the rendundancy requirements for 2384

a probe in this case (similar to Fermi). Estimated 2385

spacecraft costs are also derived from the 2016 study 2386

using the upper end of the estimates from the price- 2387

H costing team at Goddard (note that this is more 2388

than a factor of two more expensive than the actual 2389

spacecraft cost for Fermi). The launch services as- 2390

sume a Falcon 9 launch to a low earth orbit. The 2391

science cost covers development and operation of a 2392

science data center and a 5-year Guest Investigator 2393

program. The mission and Instrument Operations 2394

include development of the mission and science op- 2395

erations centers, observatory operations, and instru- 2396

ment data processing from level 0 to level 4. The 2397

costs for the other mission elements are estimates 2398

derived by assuming average fractional mission costs 2399

for medium-sized missions. 2400

In this cost estimate, we assume that all support 2401

for AMEGO is from US Federal funds. However, 2402

we note that the expectation is that international 2403

contributions will provide a significant fraction of the 2404
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payload.2405

The conclusion is that AMEGO comfortably fits2406

in the Medium (Probe) cost category at „$784M2407

($1019M including 30% contingency).2408

The majority of the payload costs will be utilized2409

during Phase C through SIR. Some payload costs2410

will be expended in Phase B to produce the prelim-2411

inary design and develop the ASMM and TSMM.2412

Spacecraft costs will be incurred starting with CDR2413

in Phase C and continuing on through Phase D.2414

Project Management, Systems Engineering, Science,2415

and Safety & Mission Assurance costs are relatively2416

even throughout the project through the end of2417

Phase D (some costs are incurred in Phase A, see2418

Section VII.3). The ground system WBS starts in2419

Phase C post CDR and continues through the end2420

of Phase E (some of the cost is to develop mission2421

operations and some for the ground system). Sys-2422

tems I&T costs are exclusively used during Phase2423

D. Based on this we plan on spending $5M, $53M,2424

$372M, $242M, and $112M in phases A - E respec-2425

tively (margin is not included in these numbers).2426

VII.5 Second Mission Cost Funding Pro-2427

file2428

For those partnering with foreign or other organiza-2429

tions, provide a second Mission Cost Funding Pro-2430

file table, Table 5, and indicate the total mission2431

costs clearly indicating the assumed NASA and con-2432

tributed costs.2433

Table 10: Estimated costs per mission element.

WBS
Cost

Notes
($M)

Project Management 45 6%
Systems Engineering 45 6%
Safety and Mission Assurance 36 5%
Science 86 Includes science data center and 5-year GI program
Payload 170 Scaled instrument costs from 2016 study with additional

bottoms-up estimate for CZT calorimeter
Spacecraft 150 Based on recent parametric estimates for similar spacecraft
Mission Operations 80 10%
Launch Services 100 Based on DSCOVR Falcon 9 launch costs
Ground Systems 36 5%
Systems Integration and Test 36 5%
Total 784
Total with 30% margin 1019
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Acronym List2434

ACD - Anti-coincidence detector2435

ACDS - Attitude Determination and Control Sub-system2436

ADU - Analog-Digital Unit2437

AD - Analog-Digital2438

AEM - Array Engineering Model2439

AG - Active Galactic Nuclei2440

AMEGO - All-sky Medium Energy Gamma-ray Observatory2441

AMS - Alpha Magnetic Spectrometer2442

APRA - Astrophysics Research and Analysis2443

ARM - Angular resolution measure2444

ASIC - Application specific integrated circuit2445

ASMM - Array Structure Mass Model2446

BCP - Ball Commercial Platform2447

C&DH - Command and Data Handling2448

CAD - Computer Aided Design2449

CALET - CALorimetric Electron Telescope2450

CBE - Current Best Estimate2451

CDR - Critical Design Review2452

CGRO - Compton Gamma-Ray Observatory2453

CGRO-COMPTEL - CGRO-Imaging Compton Telecope2454

CGRO-EGRET - CGRO-Energetic Gamma Ray Experiment Telescope2455

CFRP - Carbon Fiber Reinforced Polymers2456

COSI - Compton Spectrometer and Imager2457

COTS - Commercially off the shelf2458

CPU - Central Processing Unit2459

CsI(Tl) - Thallium doped Cesium Iodide2460

CZT - Cadmium Zinc Telluride2461

DSSDs - Double-sided silicon detectors2462

EPS - Electrical Power Subsystem2463

ETU - Engineering Technical Unit2464

eXTP - enhanced X-ray Timing and Polarimetry mission2465

Fermi-GBM - Fermi-Gamma-ray Burst Monitor2466

Fermi-LAT - Fermi-Large Area Telescope2467

FEE - Front end electronics2468

FEM -2469

FITS - Flexible Image Transport System2470

FOT - Flight Operations Team2471

FOV - Field of view2472

FSW - Flight Software2473

FWHM - Full width half maximum2474

GEVS - General Environmental Verification Specification2475

GRB - Gamma-ray burst2476

GSFC - Goddard Space Flight Center2477

HEAO - High Energy Astronomy Observatory2478

HVPS - High-voltage power supply2479

IDEAS - Integrated Detector Electronics AS2480

IEM - Intergrated Electronics Module2481
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INTEGRAL - INTErnational Gamma-Ray Astrophysics Laboratory 2482

INTEGRAL-SPI - Spectrometer on-board INTEGRAL 2483

ITOS - Integration and Test Operations System 2484

KDP - Key decision point 2485

KSC - Kennedy Space Center 2486

LEO - Low Earth orbit 2487

MEGA - Medium Energy Gamma-ray Astronomy telescope 2488

MEGAlib - Medium Energy Gamma-ray Astronomy library 2489

MEM - Main electronics module 2490

MIDEX - Medium-Class Explorer 2491

MLI - Multi-layer insulation 2492

MMS - Micro Meteoroid Shield 2493

NRL - Naval Research Laboratory 2494

NuSTAR - Nuclear Spectroscopic Telescope Array 2495

OAP - Orbit Averaged Power 2496

OCXO - Oven-controlled crystal oscillator 2497

PAMELA - Payload for Antimatter Matter Exploration and Light-nuclei Astrophysics 2498

PCB - Printed circuit board 2499

PDR - Preliminary Design Review 2500

PER - Pre-Environmental Review 2501

PIE - Payload Interface Electronics 2502

PMT - Photomultiplier tubes 2503

PSF - Point spread function 2504

PSR - Pre-Ship Review 2505

QED - Quantum electrodynamics 2506

RAAN - Right ascension of the ascending node 2507

RSDO - Rapid Spacecraft Development Office 2508

RHESSI - Reuven Ramaty High Energy Solar Spectroscopic Imager 2509

RTW - Real-Time Workshop 2510

SAA - South Atlantic Anomaly 2511

SADA - Solar Array Drive Assembly 2512

SEM - Segment Engineering Model 2513

SiPM - Silicon photomultipliers 2514

SIR - System Integration Review 2515

SIRI - Strontium Iodide Radiation Instrumentation II 2516

SIRU - Scalable Inertial Reference Unit 2517

SN - Supernova 2518

SRR - Science Requirements Review 2519

SSMM - Segment Structure Mass Model 2520

SSR - Solid State Recorder 2521

STM - Science Traceability Matrix 2522

TAM - Three Axis Magnetometer 2523

TDRSS - Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System 2524

TRL - Technology Readiness Level 2525

TSMM - Tower Structure Mass Model 2526

VMMOC - Virtual Multi-Mission Operation Center 2527

WLS - Wave-length shifting bars 2528
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